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String and particle braiding statistics are examined in a class of topological orders described by
discrete gauge theories with a gauge group G and a 4-cocycle twist ω4 of G’s cohomology group
H4(G,R/Z) in 3 dimensional space and 1 dimensional time (3+1D). We establish the topological spin
and the spin-statistics relation for the closed strings, and their multi-string braiding statistics. The
3+1D twisted gauge theory can be characterized by a representation of a modular transformation
group SL(3,Z). We express the SL(3,Z) generators Sxyz and Txy in terms of the gauge group G
and the 4-cocycle ω4. As we compactify one of the spatial directions z into a compact circle with
a gauge flux b inserted, we can use the generators Sxy and Txy of an SL(2,Z) subgroup to study
the dimensional reduction of the 3D topological order C3D to a direct sum of degenerate states of
2D topological orders C2Db in different flux b sectors: C3D = ⊕bC2Db . The 2D topological orders C2Db
are described by 2D gauge theories of the group G twisted by the 3-cocycles ω3(b), dimensionally
reduced from the 4-cocycle ω4. We show that the SL(2,Z) generators, Sxy and Txy, fully encode a
particular type of three-string braiding statistics with a pattern that is the connected sum of two
Hopf links. With certain 4-cocycle twists, we discover that, by threading a third string through
two-string unlink into three-string Hopf-link configuration, Abelian two-string braiding statistics is
promoted to non-Abelian three-string braiding statistics.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
In the 1986 Dirac Memorial Lectures, Feynman ex-
plained the braiding statistics of fermions by demonstrat-
ing the plate trick and the belt trick.1 Feynman showed
that the wavefunction of a quantum system obtains a
mysterious (−1) sign by exchanging two fermions, which
is associated with the fact of requiring an extra 2pi twist
or rotation to go back to the original state. However, it is
known that there is richer physics in deconfined topologi-
cal phases of 2+1D and 3+1D spacetime.2 (Here d+1D is
d-dimensional space and 1-dimensional time, while dD is
d-dimensional space.) In 2+1D, there are “anyons” with
exotic braiding statistics for point particles.3 In 3+1D,
Feynman only had to consider bosonic or fermionic statis-
tics for point particles, without worrying about anyonic
statistics. Nonetheless, there are string-like excitations,
whose braiding process in 3+1D can enrich the statistics
of deconfined topological phases. In this work, we aim to
systematically address the string and particle braiding
statistics in deconfined gapped phases of 3+1D topolog-
ical orders. Namely, we aim to know what statistical
phase does the wavefunction of the whole system gain
under the string and particle braiding process.
Since the discovery of 2+1D topological orders4–6(see
Ref.7 for an overview), we have now gained quite system-
atic ways to classify and characterize them, by using the
induced representations of the mapping class group of T2
torus (the modular group SL(2,Z) and the gauge/Berry
phase structure of ground states6,8,9) and the topology-
dependent ground state degeneracy,6,10,11 using the uni-
tary fusion categories,12–19 and using simple current
algebra,20–23 pattern of zeros,24–29 and field theories.30–34
Our better understanding of topologically ordered states
also holds the promises of applying their rich quan-
tum phenomena, including fractional statistics3 and non-
Abelian anyons, for topological quantum computation.35
However, our understanding of 3+1D topological
orders is in its infancy and far from systematic. This
motivates our work attempting to address:
Q1: “How to (at least partially) classify and characterize
3D topological orders?”
By classification, we mean to count the number of dis-
tinct phases of topological orders and to give them a
proper label. By characterization, we mean to describe
their properties in terms of physical observables. Here
our approach to study dD topological orders is to sim-
ply generalize the above 2D approach, to use the ground
state degeneracy (GSD) on d-torus Td = (S1)d, and the
associated representations of the mapping class group of
Td (recently proposed in Ref.19 and 38),
MCG(Td) = SL(d,Z). (1)
(Refer to Appendix A 4 and Reference cited therein for a
brief review of the computation of 2D topological orders.)
For 3D, the mapping class group SL(3,Z) is generated by
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FIG. 1. A 3D topological order C3D can be regarded as the
direct sum of 2D topological orders C2Db in different sectors
b, as C3D = ⊕bC2Db , when we compactify a spatial direction z
into a circle. This idea is general and applicable to C3D
without a gauge theory description. However, when C3D
allows a gauge group G description, the b stands for a group
element (or the conjugacy class for the non-Abelian group) of
G. Thus b acts as a gauge flux along the arrow - - -B in the
compact direction z. Thus, C3D becomes the direct sum of
different C2Db under distinct gauge fluxes b.
the modular transformation Sˆxyz and Tˆxy:37
Sˆxyz =
0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
 , Tˆxy =
1 1 00 1 0
0 0 1
 . (2)
What are examples of 3D topological orders? One
class of them is described by a discrete gauge theory
with a finite gauge group G. Another class is described
by the twisted gauge theory,36 a gauge theory G with a 4-
cocycle twist ω4 ∈ H4(G,R/Z) of G’s fourth cohomology
group. But the twisted gauge theory characterization of
3D topological orders is not one-to-one: different pairs
(G,ω4) can describe the same 3D topological order.
In this work, we will use Sˆxyz and Tˆxy of SL(3,Z)
to characterize the topological twisted discrete gauge
theory with finite gauge group G, which has topology-
dependent ground state degeneracy. The twisted gauge
theories describe a large class of 3D gapped quantum
liquids in condensed matter. Although we will study
the SL(3,Z) modular data of the ground state sectors
of gapped phases, these data can capture the gapped
excitations such as particles and strings. (This strategy
is widely-used especially in 2D.) There are two main
issues that we will focus on addressing. The first
is the dimensional reduction from 3D to 2D of
SL(3,Z) modular transformation and cocycles to study
3D topological order. The second is the non-Abelian
three-string braiding statistics from a twisted
discrete gauge theory of an Abelian gauge group.
(?1) Dimensional Reduction from 3D to 2D: for
SL(3,Z) modular S, T matrices and cocycles -
For the first issue, our general philosophy is the following:
“Since 3D topological orders are foreign and unfamiliar
3to us, we will dimensionally reduce 3D topological orders
to several sectors of 2D topological orders in the Hilbert
space of ground states (not in the real space, see Fig.1).
Then we will be able to borrow the more familiar 2D
topological orders to understand 3Ds.”
We will compute the matrices Sxyz and Txy that gen-
erate the SL(3,Z) representation in the quasi-(particle
or string)-excitations basis of 3+1D topological order.
We find an explicit expression of Sxyz and Txy, in terms
of the gauge group G and the 4-cocycle ω4, for both
Abelian and non-Abelian gauge groups. (A calculation
using a different novel approach, the universal wavefunc-
tion overlap for the normal untwisted gauge theory, is
studied in Ref.39.) We note that SL(3,Z) contains a
subgroup SL(2,Z), which is generated by Sˆxy and Tˆxy,
where
Sˆxy =
0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 1
 . (3)
In the most generic cases of topological orders (poten-
tially without a gauge group description), the matrices
Sxy and Txy can still be block diagonalized as the sum of
several sectors in the quasi-excitations basis, each sector
carrying an index of b,
Sxy = ⊕bSxyb , Txy = ⊕bTxyb , (4)
The pair (Sxyb ,T
xy
b ), generating an SL(2,Z) representa-
tion, describes a 2D topological order C2Db . This leads to
a dimension reduction of the 3D topological order C3D:
C3D = ⊕bC2Db . (5)
In the more specific case, when the topological order al-
lows a gauge group G description which we focus on here,
we find that the b stands for a gauge flux for group G
(Namely, b is a group element for an Abelian G, while b
is a conjugacy class for a non-Abelian G).
The physical picture of the above dimensional reduc-
tion is the following (see Fig.1): If we compactify one of
the 3D spatial directions (say the z direction) into a small
circle, the 3D topological order C3D can be viewed as a
direct sum of 2D topological orders C2Db with (accidental)
degenerate ground states at the lowest energy.
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FIG. 2. Mutual braiding statistics following the path 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 along the time evolution (see Sec.III C 2): (a) From
a 2D viewpoint of dimensional reduced C2Db , the 2pi braiding of two particles is shown. (b) The compact z direction extends
two particles to two closed (red, blue) strings. (c) An equivalent 3D view, the b flux (along the arrow - - -B) is regarded as
the monodromy caused by a third (black) string. We identify the coordinates x, y and a compact z to see that a full-braiding
process is the one (red) string going inside to the loop of another (blue) string, and then going back from the outside. For
Abelian topological orders, the mutual braiding process between two excitations (A and B) in Fig.2(a) yields a statistical
Abelian phase eiθ(A)(B) ∝ Sxy(A)(B) proportional to the 2D’s Sxy matrix. The dimensional-extended equivalent picture Fig.2(c)
implies that the loop-braiding yields a phase eiθ(A)(B),b ∝ Sxyb (A)(B) of Eq.(34) (up to a choice of canonical basis), where b is the
flux of the black string. We clarify that in both (b) and (c) our strings may carry both flux and charge. If a string carries
only a pure charge, then it is effectively a point particle in 3D. If a string carries a pure flux, then it is effectively a loop of a
pure string in 3D. If a string carries both charge and flux (as a dyon in 2D), then it is a loop with string fluxes attached with
some charged particles in 3D. Therefore our Fig.2(c)’s string-string braiding actually represents several braiding processes: the
particle-particle, particle-loop and loop-loop braidings, all processes are threaded with a background (black) string.
In this work, we will focus on a generic finite Abelian
gauge group G =
∏
i ZNi (isomorphic to products of
cyclic groups) with generic cocycle twists from the group
cohomology.36 We examine the 3+1D twisted gauge the-
ory twisted by 4-cocycle ω4 ∈ H4(G,R/Z), and reveal
that it is a direct sum of 2+1D twisted gauge theo-
ries twisted by a dimensionally-reduced 3-cocycle ω3(b) ∈
H3(G,R/Z) of G’s third cohomology group, namely
C3DG,ω4 = ⊕bC2DGb,ω3(b) . (6)
Surprisingly, even for an Abelian group G, we find such a
twisted Abelian gauge theory can be dual to a twisted or
4untwisted non-Abelian gauge theory. We study this fact
for 3D as an extension of the 2D examples of Ref.42. By
this equivalence, we are equipped with (both untwisted
and twisted) non-Abelian gauge theory to study its non-
Abelian braiding statistics.
(?2) Non-Abelian three-string braiding statistics
- We are familiar with the 2D braiding statistics: there
is only particle-particle braiding, which yields bosonic,
fermionic or anyonic statistics by braiding a particle
around another particle.3 We find that the 3D topolog-
ical order introduces both particle-like and string-like
excitations. We aim to address the question:
Q2: “How to characterize the braiding statistics of
strings and particles in 3+1D topological orders?”
The possible braiding statistics in 3D learned in the past
literature are:
(i) particle-particle braiding can only be bosonic or
fermionic due to no nontrivial braid group in 3D for point
particles.
(ii) particle-string braiding, which is Aharonov-Bohm ef-
fect of ZN gauge theory, where a particle as ZN charge
braiding around a string (or a vortex line) as ZN flux,
obtaining a ei
2pi
N phase of statistics.3,43
(iii) string-string braiding, where a closed string (a red
loop), shown in Fig.2(c) excluding the background black
string, wrapping around a blue loop. The related idea
known as loop-loop braiding forming the loop braid group
has been proposed mathematically.44 (See also some ear-
lier studies in Ref.45 and 46.)
However, we will address that there are some extra new
braiding statistics between three closed strings:
(iv) three-string braiding, shown in Fig.2(c), where a
closed string (a red loop) wrapping around another closed
string (a blue loop) but the two loops both are threaded
by a third loop (the black string). This braiding config-
uration is discovered recently by Ref.40, also a related
work in Ref.41 for a twisted Abelian gauge theory.
The new ingredient of our work on braiding statis-
tics can be summarized as follows: We consider the
string and particle braiding of general twisted gauge the-
ories with the most generic finite Abelian gauge group
G =
∏
u ZNu , labeled by the data (G,ω4). We provide a
3D to 2D dimensional reduction approach to realize the
three-string braiding statistics of Fig.2. We firstly show
that the SL(2,Z) representations (Sxyb ,T
xy
b ) fully encode
this particular type of Abelian three-closed-string statis-
tics shown in Fig.2. We further find that, for a twisted
gauge theory with an Abelian (ZN )
4 group, certain 4-
cocycles (named as Type IV 4-cocycles) will make the
twisted theory to be a non-Abelian theory. More pre-
cisely, while the two-string braiding statistics of
unlink is Abelian, the three-string braiding statis-
tics of Hopf links, obtained from threading the
two strings with a third string, will become non-
Abelian. We also demonstrate that (Sxyb encodes this
three-string braiding statistics.
Our article is organized as follows. In Sec.II, we
address a third question: Q3: “How to formulate
or construct certain 3+1D topological orders on the
lattice?” We outline a lattice formulation of twisted
gauge theories in terms of 3D twisted quantum double
models, which generalize the Kitaev’s 2D toric code and
quantum double models. Our model is the lattice Hamil-
tonian formulation of Dijkgraaf-Witten theory,36 and we
provide the spatial lattice as well as the spacetime lattice
path integral pictures. In Sec.III, we answer Q4: “What
are the generic expressions of SL(3,Z) modular data?”
We compute the modular SL(3,Z) representations of
S, T matrices, using both the spacetime path integral
approach and the Representation Theory approach.
In Sec.III C and IV, we address: Q5: “What is the
physical interpretation of SL(3,Z) modular data in 3D?”
We use the modular SL(3,Z) data to characterize the
braiding-statistics of particles and strings. In Sec.V, we
discuss the link and knot patterns of string-braiding
systematically, and end with a conclusion. In addition
to the main text, we organize the following information
in the Supplemental Material: (i) group cohomology
and cocycles; (ii) projective representation; (iii) some
examples of classification of topological orders; (iv)
direct calculations of S,T using cocycle path integrals.
(NOTE: We adopt the name of strings for the vision to
incorporate the excitations from both the closed strings
(loops) and open strings. Such excitations can have fu-
sion or braiding process. In this work, however, we only
focus on the closed string case. Our notation for finite
cyclic group is either ZN or ZN , though they are equiva-
lent mathematically. We denote ZN for the gauge group
G, the discrete gauge ZN flux, or the ZN variables, while
ZN only for the classes of group cohomology or topologi-
cal order classification. We denote gcd(Ni, Nj) ≡ Nij ,
gcd(Ni, Nj , Nk) ≡ Nijk, gcd(Ni, Nj , Nk, Nl) ≡ Nijkl,
with gcd stands for the greatest common divisor. We
also have |G| as the order of the group, and R/Z = U(1).
We may use subindex n for ωn to indicate n-cocycle. In
principle, we will use types to count the number of co-
cycles in cohomology groups. But we will use classes
to count the number of distinct phases in topological
orders. Normally the types overcount the classes.
We use the hat symbol Sˆ and Tˆ for the modular ma-
trices acting on the real space in x, y, z directions, so
Sˆxyz · (x, y, z) = (z, x, y) and Tˆxy · (x, y, z) = (x+ y, y, z);
while we denote the symbols S,T for modular matrices
in the quasi-excitations basis.)
II. TWISTED GAUGE THEORY AND
COCYCLES OF GROUP COHOMOLOGY
In this section, we aim to address the question:
Q3: “How to formulate or construct certain 3+1D topo-
logical orders on the lattice?”
We will consider 3+1D twisted discrete gauge theo-
5ries. Our motivation to study the discrete gauge theory
is that it is topological and exhibits Aharonov-Bohm phe-
nomena (see Ref.3 and 43). One approach to formulate
a discrete gauge theory is the lattice gauge theory.47 A
famous example in both high energy and condensed mat-
ter communities is the Z2 discrete gauge theory in 2+1D
(or named as Z2 toric code, Z2 spin liquids, Z2 topolog-
ical order49). Kitaev’s toric code and quantum double
model48 provides a simple Hamiltonian,
H = −
∑
v
Av −
∑
p
Bp, (7)
where a space lattice formalism is used, and Av is the ver-
tex operator acting on the vertex v, Bp is the plaquette
(or face) term to ensure the zero flux condition on each
plaquette. Both Av, Bp consist of only Pauli spin opera-
tors for the Z2 model. Such ground states of the Hamil-
tonian is found to be Z2 gauge theory with |G|2 = 4-fold
topological degeneracy on the T2 torus. Its generaliza-
tion to a twisted Z2 gauge theory is the Z2 double-semions
model, captured by the framework of Levin-Wen string-
net model.12,49
A. Dijkgraaf-Witten topological gauge theory
For a more generic twisted gauge theory, there is in-
deed another way using the spacetime lattice formalism
to construct them by the Dijkgraaf-Witten topological
gauge theory.36 There one can formulate the path inte-
gral Z (or partition function) of a (d+1)D gauge theory (d
dimensional space, 1 dimensional time) of a gauge group
G as,
Z =
∑
γ
eiS[γ] =
∑
γ
ei2pi〈ωd+1,γ(Mtri)〉(mod2pi)
=
|G|
|G|Nv
1
|G|
∑
{gab}
∏
i
(ωd+1
i({gab})) |vc,d∈Ti (8)
where we sum over all mapping γ :M→ BG, from the
spacetime manifoldM to BG, the classifying space of G.
In the second equality, we triangulateM toMtri with the
edge [vavb] connecting the vertex va to the vertex vb. The
action 〈ωd+1, γ(Mtri)〉 evaluates the cocycles ωd+1 on the
spacetime (d+1)-complexMtri. By the relation between
the topological cohomology class of BG and the cohomol-
ogy group of G: Hd+2(BG,Z) = Hd+1(G,R/Z),36,51 we
can simply regard ωd+1 as the d+ 1-cocycles of the co-
homology group Hd+1(G,R/Z) (see more details in Ap-
pendix A). The group elements gab are assigned at the
edge [vavb]. The |G|/|G|Nv factor is to mod out the re-
dundant gauge equivalence configuration, with the num-
ber of vertices Nv. Another extra |G|−1 factor mods
out the group elements evolving in the time dimension.
The cocycle ωd+1 is evaluated on all the d + 1-simplex
Ti (namely a d + 2-cell) triangulation of the spacetime
complex. In the case of our 3+1D, we have 4-cocycle ω4
evaluated at the 4-simplex (or 5-cell) as
0
1
2
3 4
g01
g12
g23
g34
= ω4
(g01, g12, g23, g34). (9)
Here the cocycle ω4 satisfies cocycle condition: δω4 = 1,
which ensures the path integral Z on the 4-sphere S4
(the surface of the 5-ball) will be trivial as 1. This is a
feature of topological gauge theory. The  is the ± sign of
the orientation of 4-simplex, which is determined by the
sign of the volume determinant of 4-simplex evaluated by
 = sgn(det( ~01, ~02, ~03, ~04)).
We utilize Eq.(8) to calculate the path integral am-
plitude from an initial state configuration |Ψin〉 on the
spatial manifold evolving along the time direction to the
final state |Ψout〉, see Fig.3. In general, the calcuation can
be done for the mapping class group MCG on any spa-
tial manifold Mspace as MCG(Mspace). Here we focus
on Mspace = T3 and MCG(T3) = SL(3,Z), as the mod-
ular transformation. We first note that |Ψin〉 = Oˆ|ΨB〉,
such a generic SL(3,Z) transformation Oˆ under SL(3,Z)
representation can be absolutely generated by Sˆxyz and
Tˆxy of Eq.(2),37 thus Oˆ = Oˆ(Sˆxyz, Tˆxy) as a function
of Sˆxyz, Tˆxy. The calculation of the modular SL(3,Z)
transformation from |Ψin〉 to |Ψout〉 = |ΨA〉 by filling the
4-cocycles ω4 into the spacetime-complex-triangulation
renders the amplitude of the matrix element O(A)(B):
O(Sxyz,Txy)(A)(B) = 〈ΨA|Oˆ(Sˆxyz, Tˆxy)|ΨB〉, (10)
both space and time are discretely triangulated, so this
is a spacetime lattice formalism.
B. Canonical basis and the generalized twisted
quantum double model Dω(G) to 3D triple basis
So far we answer the question Q3 using the spacetime-
lattice path integral. Our next goal is to construct its
Hamiltonian on the space lattice, and to find a good
basis representing its quasi-excitations, such that we can
efficiently read the information of O(Sxyz,Txy) in this
canonical basis. We will outline the twisted quantum
double model generalized to 3D as the exactly soluble
model in the next subsection, where the canonical basis
can diagonalize its Hamiltonian.
Canonical basis - For a gauge theory with the gauge
group G, one may naively think that a good basis for
the amplitude Eq.(10) is the group elements |gx, gy, gz〉,
with gi ∈ G as the flux labeling three directions of T3.
However, this flux-only label |gx, gy〉 is known to be im-
proper on T2 torus already - the canonical basis labeling
6FIG. 3. The illustration for O(A)(B) = 〈ΨA|Oˆ|ΨB〉. The evo-
lution from an initial state configuration |Ψin〉 on the spatial
manifold (from the top) along the time direction (the dashed
line - - -) to the final state |Ψout〉 (on the bottom). For the
spatial Td torus, the mapping class group MCG(Td) is the
modular SL(d,Z) transformation. We show schematically the
time evolution on the spatial T2, and T3 (shown as T2 at-
tached a S1 circle on each point).
particles in 2D is |α, a〉, requiring both the charge α (as
the representation) and the flux a (the group element or
the conjugacy class of G). We propose the proper way to
label excitations for a 3+1D twisted discrete gauge the-
ory for any finite group G in the canonical basis requires
one charge α and two fluxes a, b:
|α, a, b〉 = 1√|G| ∑
gy∈Ca,gz∈Cb
gx∈Zgy∩Zgz
Tr[ρ˜gy,gzα (gx)]|gx, gy, gz〉.(11)
which is the finite group discrete Fourier transformation
on |gx, gy, gz〉. This is a generalization of the 2D result in
Ref.42 and a very recent 3D Abelian case in Ref.41. Here
α is the charge of the representation (Rep) label, which is
the C
(2)
a,b Rep of the centralizers Za, Zb of the conjugacy
classes Ca, Cb. (For Abelian G, the conjugacy class is
the group element, and the centralizer is the full G.) C
(2)
a,b
Rep means an inequivalent unitary irreducible projective
representation of G. The ρ˜a,bα (c) labels this inequivalent
unitary irreducible projective C
(2)
a,b Rep of G. The C
(2)
a,b
is an induced 2-cocycle, dimensionally-reduced from the
4-cocycle ω4. We illustrate C
(2)
a,b in terms of geometric
pictures in Fig.4. The ρ˜
gy,gz
α (gx) are determined by the
C
(2)
a,b projective representation formula:
ρ˜a,bα (c)ρ˜
a,b
α (d) = C
(2)
a,b(c, d)ρ˜
a,b
α (cd). (12)
The trace term Tr[ρ˜
gy,gz
α (gx)] is named as the character
in the math literature. One can view the charge αx along
x direction, the flux a, b along the y, z. Other details and
the calculations of C
(2)
a,b Rep with many examples can be
found in Supplemental Material.
Ca(b, c) :
1
1’
2
3 4
2’
3’ 4’
x
y
t
c
a
b
(13)
C
(2)
a,b(c, d) :
1
5
2
3 4
6
7 8
x
y
z
b
a
c
t (d)
1’
5’
2’
3’ 4’
6’
7’ 8’
x
y
z
, (14)
FIG. 4. The reduced 2-cocycle Ca(b, c) from 3-cocycle ω3
in Eq.(13), which triangulates a half of T2 and with a time
interval I. The reduced 2-cocycle Ca(b, c) from 4-cocycle ω4
in Eq.(14), which triangulates a half of T3 and with a time
interval I. The dashed arrow stands for the time t evolu-
tion.
We firstly recall that, in 2D, a reduced 2-cocycle
Ca(b, c) comes from a slant product iaω(b, c) of 3-
cocycles,42 which is geometrically equivalent to fill-
ing three 3-cocycles in a triangular prism of Eq.(13).
This is known to present the projective represen-
tation ρ˜aα(b)ρ˜
a
α(c) = Ca(b, c)ρ˜
a
α(bc), because the in-
duced 2-cocycle belongs to the second cohomology group
H2(G,R/Z).42,52–54 (See its explicit triangulation and a
novel use of projective representation in Sec VI.B. of
Ref.55.)
Similarly, in 3D, a reduced 2-cocycle Ca(b, c) from do-
ing twice of slant products of 4-cocycles forming the ge-
ometry of Eq.(14), and renders
C
(2)
a,b = ib(Ca(c, d)) = ib(iaω(c, d)), (15)
present the C
(2)
a,b-projective representation in Eq.(12),
which ρ˜a,bα (c): (Za, Zb) → GL (Za, Zb) can be written
as a matrix in the general linear group (GL). This 3D
generalization for the canonical basis in Eq.(11) is not
only natural, but also consistent to 2D when we turn off
the flux along z direction (e.g. set b = 0). which reduces
3D’s |α, a, b〉 to |α, a〉 of the 2D case.
Generalizing 2D twisted quantum double model
Dω(G) to 3D: twisted quantum triple model? – A
natural way to combine the Dijkgraaf-Witten theory with
Kitaev’s quantum double model Hamiltonian approach
will enable us to study the Hamiltonian formalism for the
twisted gauge theory, which is achieved in Ref.50,54 for
2+1D, named as the twisted quantum double model. In
2D, the widely-used notationDω(G) implying the twisted
quantum double model with its gauge group G and its
cocycle twist ω. It is straightforward to generalize their
results to 3+1D.
To construct the Hamiltonian on the 3D spatial lat-
tice, we follow Ref.50 with the form of twisted quantum
double model Hamiltonian of Eq.(7) and put the system
7on the T3 torus. However, some modification for 3D are
adopted: the vertex operator Av = |G|−1
∑
[vv′]=g∈GA
g
v
acting on the vertices of the lattice by lifting the ver-
tex point v to v′ living in an extra (fourth) dimension as
Fig.5, and one computes the 4-cocycle filling amplitude
as Z in Eq.(8). A plaquette operator B
(1)
p still enforces
the zero flux condition on each 2D face (a triangle p)
spanned by three edges of a triangle. This will ensure
the zero flux on each face (along the Wilson loop of a
1-form gauge field). Moreover, zero flux conditions are
required if higher form gauge flux are presented. For ex-
ample, for 2-form field, one shall add an additional B
(2)
p
to ensure the zero flux on a 3-simplex (a tetrahedron p).
Thus,
∑
pBp in Eq.(7) becomes
∑
pB
(1)
p +
∑
pB
(2)
p + . . .
1
2
3
4 5′
5 (16)
FIG. 5. The vertex operator Av for the generalized twisted
quantum double model in 3D. To evaluate Av operator acting
on the vertex 5, one effectively lifts 5 to 5′, and fill 4-cocycles
ω into this geometry to compute the amplitude Z in Eq.(8).
For this specific 3D spatial lattice surrounding vertex 5 by
1, 2, 3, 4 neighbored vertices, there are four 4-cocycles ω filling
in the amplitude of A
[55′]
5 .
Analogous to Ref.50, the local operators Av, Bp of the
Hamiltonian have nice commuting properties: [Agv, A
h
u] =
0 if v 6= u, [Agv, Bp] = [Bp, B′p] = 0, also Ag=[vv
′]
v Ahv′ =
Aghv . Notice that Ag defines a ground sate projection
operator Pv = |G|−1
∑
g A
g
v if we consider a T
3 torus
triangulated in a cube with only a point v (all eight
points are identified). It can be shown that both Ag
and P as projection operators projecting other states to
the ground state |α, a, b〉, and P|α, a, b〉 = |α, a, b〉 and
Av|α, a, b〉 ∝ |α, a, b〉. Since [Agv, Bp] = 0, one can si-
multaneously diagonalize the Hamiltonian Eq.(7) by this
canonical basis |α, a, b〉 as the ground state basis.
A similar 3D model has been studied recently in Ref.41.
There the zero flux condition is imposed in both the ver-
tex operator as well as the plaquette operator. Their
Hilbert space thus is more constrained than Ref.50 and
ours. However, in the ground state sector, we expect
the physics is the same. It is less clear to us whether
such a name, twisted quantum double model and its
notation Dω(G), are still proper usages in 3D or higher
dimensions. With quantum double basis |α, a〉 in 2D gen-
eralized to a triple basis |α, a, b〉 in 3D, it allures us to call
it a twisted quantum triple model in 3D. It awaits
mathematicians and mathematical physicists to explore
more details in the future.
C. Cocycle of H4(G,R/Z) and its dimensional
reduction
To study the twisted gauge theory of a finite Abelian
group, we now provide its explicit data of cohomol-
ogy group and 4-cocycles.56 Here Hd+1(G,R/Z) =
Hd+1(G,U(1)) by R/Z = U(1), as the (d+ 1)th-
cohomology group of G over G module U(1). Each
class in Hd+1(G,R/Z) corresponds to a distinct (d+ 1)-
cocycle. The different 4-cocycles will label the distinct
topological terms of 3+1D twisted gauge theories. (How-
ever, different topological terms may share the same data
for topological orders, such as the same modular data
Sxyz and Txy. Thus different topological terms may de-
scribe the same topological order.) The 4-cocycles ω4
are 4-cochains, but additionally satisfy the cocycle con-
dition δω = 1. The 4-cochain is a mapping ω4(a, b, c, d):
(G)4 → U(1), which inputs a, b, c, d ∈ G, and outputs
a U(1) phase. Furthermore, distinct 4-cocycles are not
identified by any 4-coboundary δΩ3. (Namely, distinct
cocycles ω4 and ω
′
4 do not satisfy ω4/ω
′
4 = δΩ3, for any
3-cochain Ω3.) The 4-cochain satisfies the group multipli-
cation rule: (ω4·ω′4)(a, b, c, d) = ω4(a, b, c, d)·ω′4(a, b, c, d),
thus forms a group C4, the 4-cocycle further forms its
subgroup Z4, and the 4-coboundary further forms a Z4’s
subgroup B4 (since δ2 = 1). In short, B4 ⊂ Z4 ⊂ C4.
The fourth cohomology group is a kernel Z4 (the group
of 4-cocycle) mod out the image B4 (the group of 4-
coboundary) relation: H4(G,R/Z) = Z4/B4. We derive
the fourth cohomology group of a generic finite Abelian
G =
∏k
i=1 ZNi as
H4(G,R/Z) =
∏
1≤i<j<l<m≤k
(ZNij )
2 × (ZNijl)2 × ZNijlm . (17)
We construct generic 4-cocycles (not identified by 4-
coboundaries) for each type, summarized in Table I.
We name the Type II 1st and Type II 2nd 4-cocycles
for those with topological term indices: p
(1st)
II(ij) ∈ ZNij
and p
(2nd)
II(ij) ∈ ZNij of Eq.(17). There are Type III 1st
and Type III 2nd 4-cocycles for topological term indices:
p
(1st)
III(ijl) ∈ ZNijl and p(2nd)III(ijl) ∈ ZNijl . There is also Type
IV 4-cocycle topological term index: pIV(ijlm) ∈ ZNijlm .
Since we earlier prelude the relation Eq.(5), C3D =
⊕bC2Db , between 3D topological orders (described by 4-
8H4(G,R/Z) 4-cocycle name 4-cocycle form Induced 3-cocycle Cb(a, c, d)
ZNij Type II 1st p
(1st)
II(ij) ω
(1st,ij)
4,II (a, b, c, d) = exp
( 2piip(1st)
II(ij)
(Nij ·Nj) (aibj)(cj + dj − [cj + dj ])
)
Type I, II of H3(G,R/Z)
ZNij Type II 2nd p
(2nd)
II(ij) ω
(2nd,ij)
4,II (a, b, c, d) = exp
( 2piip(2nd)
II(ij)
(Nij ·Ni) (ajbi)(ci + di − [ci + di])
)
Type I, II of H3(G,R/Z)
ZNijl Type III 1st p
(1st)
III(ijl) ω
(1st,ijl)
4,III (a, b, c, d) = exp
( 2piip(1st)
III(ijl)
(Nij ·Nl) (aibj)(cl + dl − [cl + dl])
)
two Type IIs of H3(G,R/Z)
ZNijl Type III 2nd p
(2nd)
III(ijl) ω
(2nd,ijl)
4,III (a, b, c, d) = exp
( 2piip(2nd)
III(ijl)
(Nli·Nj) (albi)(cj + dj − [cj + dj ])
)
two Type IIs of H3(G,R/Z)
ZNijlm Type IV pIV(ijlm) ω
(ijlm)
4,IV (a, b, c, d) = exp
( 2piipIV(ijlm)
Nijlm
aibjcldm
)
Type III of H3(G,R/Z)
TABLE I. The cohomology group H4(G,R/Z) and 4-cocycles ω4 for a generic finite Abelian group G = ∏ki=1 ZNi . The first
column shows the types in H4(G,R/Z) of Eq.(17). The second column shows the topological term indices for 3+1D twisted
gauge theory. (When all indices p... = 0, it becomes the normal untwisted gauge theory.) The third column shows explicit
4-cocycle functions ω4(a, b, c, d): (G)
4 → U(1). Here a = (a1, a2, . . . , ak), with a ∈ G and ai ∈ ZNi . (Same notations for b, c, d.)
We define the mod Nj relation by [cj + dj ] ≡ cj + dj (mod Nj). The last column shows the induced 3-cocycles from the slant
product Cb(a, c, d) ≡ ibω4(a, c, d) in terms of Type I, II, III 3-cocycles of H3(G,R/Z) listed in Table XII.
cocycles) as the direct sum of sectors of 2D topolog-
ical orders (described by 3-cocycles), it is suggestive
to see how the dimensionally-reduced 3-cocycle from 4-
cocycles can hint the C2Db theory of 2D. The slant product
Cb(a, c, d) ≡ ibω4(a, c, d) are organized in the last column
of Table I. Luckily, the Type II, III ω4 have a simpler
form of Cb(a, c, d) = ω4(a, b, c, d)/ω4(b, a, c, d), while the
reduced form of Type IV ω4 is more involved.
56
Cb(a, c, d) :
1 2
4
8
x
y
z
b
a
c
t (d)
1’ 2’
4’
8’
x
y
z
(18)
FIG. 6. The geometric interpretation of the induced 3-cocycle
Cb(a, c, d) ≡ ibω4(a, c, d) from 4-cocycle ω4. The combination
of Eq.(18) (with four 4-cocycles filling) times the contribution
of Eq.(13) (with three 3-cocycles filling) will produce Eq.(14)
with twelve 4-cocycles filling.
This indeed promisingly suggests the relation in
Eq.(6), C3DG,ω4 = ⊕bC2DG,ω3(b) with Gb = G the original
group. If we view b as the gauge flux along the z direc-
tion, and compactify z into a circle, then a single winding
around z acts as a monodromy defect carrying the gauge
flux b (group elements or conjugacy classes).55,57,58 This
implies a geometric picture in Fig.7.
One can tentatively write down a relation,
C3DG,ω4 = C2DG,1(untwist) ⊕b 6=0 C2DG,ω3(b) , (19)
There is a zero flux b = 0 sector C2DG,1(untwist) (with
ω3 = 1) where the 2D gauge theory with G is untwisted.
There are other direct sums of C2DG,ω3(b) with nonzero b
flux insertion has twisted ω3(b).
However, different cocycles can represent the same
topological order with the equivalent modular data, in
!
"
#
= = 
FIG. 7. Combine the reasoning in Fig.6 and Fig.1, we ob-
tain the physical meaning of dimensional reduction from a
3+1D twisted gauge theory as a 3D topological order to sev-
eral sectors of 2D topological orders: C3DG,ω4 = ⊕bC2DG,ω3(b) .
Here b stands for the gauge flux (Wilson line operator) of
gauge group G. Here ω3 are dimensionally reduced 3-cocycles
from 4-cocycles ω4. Notice there is a zero flux b = 0 sector
with C2DG,(untwist) = C2DG .
the next we should exam this Eq.(19) more carefully not
in terms of cocycles, but in terms of the modular data
Sxyz and Txy.
III. REPRESENTATION FOR Sxyz AND Txy
The modular transformation Sˆxy, Tˆxy, Sˆxyz of
Eq.(2),(3) acts on the 3D real space (see Fig.8) by
Sˆxy · (x, y, z) = (−y, x, z), (20)
Tˆxy · (x, y, z) = (x+ y, y, z), (21)
Sˆxyz · (x, y, z) = (z, x, y). (22)
Q4: “What are the generic expressions of SL(3,Z) mod-
ular data?”
In Sec III A, we will first apply the cocycle approach
using the spacetime path integral with SL(3,Z) transfor-
9mation acting along the time evolution to formulate the
SL(3,Z) modular data, and then in Sec III B use the
more powerful Representation (Rep) Theory to find out
general expressions of those data in terms of (G,ω4).
Sˆxy :
1
3
2
4
x
y
gx
gy t
1’3’
2’4’
x
y
(23)
Tˆxy :
1
3
2
42∗
x
y
gx
gy t
1’
3’
2’
4’2∗’
x
y
(24)
Sˆxyz :
1
5
2
3 4
6
7 8
x
y
z
gx
gy
gz t
1’
3’
5’
2’ 6’
7’
4’ 8’
x
y
z
(25)
FIG. 8. The modular transformation SL(2,Z) is generated
by Sˆxy and Tˆxy, while the SL(3,Z) is generated by Sˆxyz and
Tˆxy. The dashed arrow stands for the time evolution (as in
Fig.3) from |Ψin〉 to |Ψout〉 under Sˆxy, Tˆxy, Sˆxyz respectively.
The Sˆxy and Tˆxy transformations on a T3 torus’s x-y plane
with z direction untouched is equivalent to its transformations
on a T2 torus).
A. Path Integral and Cocycle approach
The cocycles approach uses the spacetime lattice for-
malism, where we triangulate the spacetime complex of
a 4-manifoldM = T3× I, (a T3 torus times a time inter-
val I) of Fig.8 into 4-simplices. We then apply the path
integral Z in Eq.(8) and the amplitude form in Eq.(10)
to obtain
Txy(A)(B) = 〈ΨA|Tˆxy|ΨB〉, (26)
Sxy(A)(B) = 〈ΨA|Sˆxy|ΨB〉, (27)
Sxyz(A)(B) = 〈ΨA|Sˆxyz|ΨB〉, (28)
GSD = Tr[P] =
∑
A
〈ΨA|P|ΨA〉. (29)
Here |ΨA〉 and |ΨB〉 are ground state basis on Td torus,
for example, they are |α, a〉 (with α charge and a flux)
in 2+1D and |α, a, b〉 (with α charge and a, b fluxes) in
3+1D. We also include the data of ground state degen-
eracy (GSD), where the P is the projection operator to
ground states discussed in Sec.II B. In the case of d-D
GSD on Td (e.g. 3D GSD on T3), we simply compute
the Z amplitude filling in Td × S1 = Td+1. There is no
short cut here except doing explicit calculations.56
B. Representation Theory approach
The cocycle approach in Sec.III A provides nice phys-
ical intuitions on the modular transformation process.
However, the calculation is tedious. There is a powerful
approach simply using Representation Theory, we will
present the general formula of Sˆxys, Tˆxy, Sˆxy data in
terms of (G,ω4) directly. We outline the three steps:
(i) Obtain the Eq.(15)’s C
(2)
a,b by doing the slant product
twice from 4-cocycle ω4, or triangulating Eq.13 in Fig4.
(ii) Derive ρ˜a,bα (c) of C
(2)
a,b-projective representation in
Eq.(12), which ρ˜a,bα (c) is a general linear matrix.
(iii) Write the modular data in the canonical basis
|α, a, b〉, |β, c, d〉 of Eq.(11).
After some long computations,56 we find the most gen-
eral formula Sxyz for a group G (both Abelian or non-
Abelian) with cocycle twist ω4:
Sxyz(α,a,b)(β,c,d) =
1
|G| 〈αx, ay, bz|
∑
w
Sxyzw |βx′ , cy′ , dz′〉=
1
|G|
∑
gy∈Ca∩Zgz∩Zgx ,
gz∈Cb∩Cc,
gx∈Zgy∩Zgz∩Cd
Trρ˜gy,gzαx (gx)
∗ Trρ˜gz,gxβy (gy)δgx,hz′ δgy,hx′ δgz,hy′ .(30)
Here Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd are conjugacy classes of the group
elements a, b, c, d ∈ G. In the case of non-Abelian G, we
should regard a, b as its conjugacy class Ca, Cb in |α, a, b〉.
Zg means the centralizer of the conjugacy class of g. For
Abelian G, it simplifies to
Sxyz(α,a,b)(β,c,d) =
1
|G|Trρ˜
a,b
α (d)
∗ Trρ˜b,dβ (a)δb,c ≡
1
|G|S
α,β
d,a,bδb,c
=
1
|G|Trρ˜
ay,bz
αx (dz′)
∗Trρ˜bz,dz′βx′ (ay)δbz,cy′ ≡
1
|G|S
αx,βy
dx,ay,bz
δbz,cy′ .
We denote βx′ = βy, dz′ = dx due to the coordinate iden-
tification under Sˆxyz. The assignment of the directions
of gauge fluxes (group elements) are clearly expressed in
the second line. We may use the first line expression for
simplicity.
We also provide the most general formula of Txy in
|α, a, b〉 basis:
Txy = Tay,bzαx =
Trρ˜
ay,bz
αx (ay)
dim(α)
≡ exp(iΘay,bzαx ). (31)
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Here dim(α) means the dimension of the representation,
equivalently the rank of the matrix of ρ˜a,bαx (c). Since
SL(2,Z) is a subgroup of SL(3,Z), we can express the
SL(2,Z)’s Sxy by SL(3,Z)’s Sxyz and Txy (an expression
for both the real spatial basis and the canonical basis):
Sxy = ((Txy)−1Sxyz)3(SxyzTxy)2Sxyz(Txy)−1. (32)
For Abelian G, and when C
(2)
a,b(c, d) is a 2-coboundary
(cohomologically trivial), the dimensionality of Rep is
dim(Rep) ≡ dim(α) = 1, the Sxy is simplified:
Sxy(α,a,b)(β,c,d) =
1
|G|
trρ˜a,bα (ac
−1)∗
trρ˜a,bα (a)
trρ˜c,dβ (ac
−1)
trρ˜c,dβ (c)
δb,d. (33)
We can verify our above results by firstly comput-
ing the cocycle path integral approach in Sec.III A, and
substitute from the flux basis to the canonical basis by
Eq.(11). We have made several consistent checks, by
comparing our Sˆxy, Tˆxy, Sˆxyz to: (1) the known 2D case
for the untwisted theory of a non-Abelian group,42 (2) the
recent 3D case for the untwisted theory of a non-Abelian
group,39 (3) the recent 3D case for the twisted theory of a
Abelian group.41 And our expression works for all cases:
the (un)twisted theory of (non-)Abelian group. More de-
tailed calculations are reserved in Supplemental Material
(Appendix B).
C. Physics of S and T in 3D
The Sxy and Txy in 2D are known to have precise phys-
ical meanings. At least for Abelian topological orders,
there is no ambiguity that Sxy in the quasiparticle basis
provides the mutual statistics of two particles (winding
one around the other by 2pi), while Txy in the quasi-
particle basis provides the self statistics of two identical
particles (winding one around the other by pi). Moreover,
the intimate spin-statistics relation shows that the sta-
tistical phase eiΘ gained by interchanging two identical
particles is equal to the spin s by ei2pis. Fig.9 illustrates
the spin-statistics relation.59 Thus, people also call Txy
in 2D as the topological spin. Here we ask:
Q5: “What is the physical interpretation of SL(3,Z)
modular data in 3D?”
Our approach again is by dimensional reduction of
Fig.1, via Eq.(4) and Eq.(5): Sxy = ⊕bSxyb , Txy = ⊕bTxyb ,C3D = ⊕bC2Db , reducing the 3D physics to the direct
sum of 2D topological phases in different flux sectors, so
we can retrieve the familiar physics of 2D to interpret 3D.
For our case with a gauge group description, the b
(subindex of Sxyb , T
xy
b , C2Db ) labels the gauge flux (group
element or conjugacy class Cb) winding around the com-
pact z direction in Fig.1. This b flux can be viewed as the
by-product of a monodromy defect causing a branch cut
(a symmetry twist55,57,58,69), such that the wavefunction
will gain a phase by winding around the compact z direc-
tion. Now we further regard the b flux as a string thread-
ing around in the background, so that winding around
this background string (e.g. the black string threading
in Fig.2(c),10(c),11(c)) gains the b flux effect if there is
a nontrivial winding on the compact direction z. The
arrow - - -B along the compact z schematically indicates
such a b flux effect from the background string threading.
= 
FIG. 9. Both process (a) and (b) starts from creating a pair of
particle q and anti-particle q¯, but the wordlines evolve along
time to the bottom differently. The process (a) produces a
phase ei2pis due to 2pi rotation of q, with spin s. The process
(b) produces a phase eiΘ due to the exchange statistics. The
homotopic equivalence by deformation implies ei2pis = eiΘ.
1. Txyb and topological spin of a closed string
We apply the above idea to interpret Txyb , shown
in Fig.10. From Eq.(31), we have Txyb = T
ay,bz
αx
≡ exp(iΘay,bzαx ) with a fixed bz label for a given bz flux
sector. For each b, Txyb acts as a familiar 2D T matrix
T
ay
αx , which provides the topological spin of a quasiparti-
cle (α, a) with charge α and flux a, in Fig.10(a).
From the 3D viewpoint, however, this |α, a〉 particle is
actually a closed string compactified along the compact
z direction. Thus, in Fig.10(b), the self-2pi rotation of
the topological spin of a quasiparticle |α, a〉 is indeed the
self-2pi rotation of a framed closed string. (Physically
we understand that there the string can be framed with
arrows, because of the inner texture of the string exci-
tations are allowed in a condensed matter system, due
to defects or the finite size lattice geoemtry.) Moreover,
from an equivalent 3D view in Fig.10(c), we can view the
self-2pi rotation of a framed closed string as the self-2pi
flipping of a framed closed string, which flips the string
inside-out and then outside-in back to its original status.
This picture works for both b = 0 zero flux sector as well
as b 6= 0 under the background string threading. We
thus propose that Txyb as the topological spin of a
framed closed string, threaded by a background
string carrying a monodromy b flux.
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FIG. 10. Topological spin of (a) a particle by 2pi-self rotation in 2D, (b) a framed closed-string by 2pi-self rotation in 3D with
a compact z, (c) a closed-string (blue) by 2pi-self flipping, threaded by a background (black) string creating monodromy b
flux (along the arrow - - -B), under a single Hopf link 221 configuration. All above equivalent pictures describe the physics of
topological spin in terms of Txyb . For Abelian topological orders, the spin of an excitation (say A) in Fig.10(a) yields an Abelian
phase eiΘ(A) = Txy(A)(A) proportional to the diagonal of 2D’s T
xy matrix. The dimensional-extended equivalent picture Fig.10(c)
implies that the loop-flipping yields a phase eiΘ(A),b = Txyb (A)(A) of Eq.(31) (up to a choice of canonical basis), where b is the
flux of the black string.
1 2
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z
y x
z
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1 2
FIG. 11. Exchange statics of (a) two identical particles at positions 1 and 2 by a pi winding (half-winding), (b) two identical
strings by a pi winding in 3D with a compact z, (c) two identical closed-strings (blue) with a pi-winding around, both threaded
by a background (black) string creating monodromy b flux, under the Hopf links 221#2
2
1 configuration. Here figures (a)(b)(c)
describe the equivalent physics in 3D with a compact z direction. The physics of exchange statics of a closed string turns out
to be related to the topological spin of Fig.10, discussed in Sec.III C 3.
2. Sxyb and three-string braiding statistics
Similarly, we apply the same philosophy to do 3D to
2D reduction for Sxyb , each effective 2D treading with a
distinct gauge flux b. We can obtain Sxyb from Eq.(32)
with SL(3,Z) modular data. Here we will focus on in-
terpreting Sxyb in the Abelian topological order. Writing
Sxyb in the canonical basis |α, a, b〉, |β, c, d〉 of Eq.(11), we
find that, true for Abelian topological order
Sxyb = S
xy
(α,a,b)(β,c,d) ≡
1
|G|S
2D α,β
a,c (b) δb,d. (34)
As we predict the generality in Eq.(4), the Sxyb here is di-
agonalized with the b and d identified (as the z-direction
flux created by the background string threading). For a
given fixed b flux sector, the only free indices are |α, a〉
and |β, c〉, all collected in S2D α,βa,c (b) . (Explicit data will
be presented in Sec.IV B) Our interpretation is shown in
Fig.2. From a 2D viewpoint, Sxyb gives the full 2pi braid-
ing statistics data of two quasiparticle |α, a〉 and |β, c〉
excitations in Fig.2(a). However, from the 3D viewpoint,
the two particles are actually two closed strings com-
pactified along the compact z direction. Thus, the full-
2pi braiding of two particles in Fig.2(a) becomes that of
two closed-strings in Fig.2(b). More explicitly, an equiv-
alent 3D view in Fig.2(c), we identify the coordinates
x, y, z carefully to see such a full-braiding process is that
one (red) string going inside to the loop of another (blue)
string, and then going back from the outside.
The above picture again works for both b = 0 zero
flux sector as well as b 6= 0 under the background string
threading. When b 6= 0, the third (black) background
string in Fig.2(c) treading through the two (red, blue)
strings. The third (black) string creates the monodromy
defect/branch cut on the background, and carrying b flux
along z acting on two (red, blue) strings which have non-
trivial winding on the third string. This three-string
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braiding has been firstly emphasized in a recent paper,40
here we make further connection to the data Sxyb and un-
derstand its physics in a 3D to 2D under b flux sectors.
We have shown and proposed that Sxyb can cap-
ture the physics of three-string braiding statistics
with two strings threaded by a third background
string causing b flux monodromy, where the three
strings have the linking configuration as the con-
nected sum of two Hopf links 221#2
2
1.
3. Spin-Statistics relation for closed strings
Since a spin-statistics relation for 2D particles is shown
by Fig.9. We may wonder, by using our 3D to 2D reduc-
tion picture, whether a spin-statistics relation for a closed
string holds?
To answer this question, we should compare the topo-
logical spin picture of Txyb = T
ay,bz
αx ≡ exp(iΘay,bzαx ) to the
exchange statistic picture of two closed strings in Fig.11.
Fig.11 essentially takes a half-braiding of the Sxyb pro-
cess of Fig.2, and considers doing half-braiding on the
same excitations in |α, a, b〉 = |β, c, d〉. In principle, one
can generalize the framed worldline picture of particles in
Fig.9 to the framed worldsheet picture of closed-strings.
(ps. The framed worldline is like a worldsheet, the framed
worldsheet is like a worldvolume.) Such an interpreta-
tion shows that the topological spin of Fig.10 and the
exchange statistics of Fig.11 carry the same data, namely
Txyb = T
ay,bz
αx = (S
2D αx,αx
ay,ay (bz)
)
1
2 or (S2D αx,αxay,ay (bz))
1
2∗ (35)
from the data of Eq.(31),(34). The equivalence holds, up
to a (complex conjugate ∗) sign caused by the orientation
of the rotation and the exchange.
In Sec.(IV B), we will show, for the twisted gauge the-
ory of Abelian topological orders, such an interpretation
Eq.35 is correct and agrees with our data. We shall
name this as the spin-statistics relation for a closed
string.
In this section, we have obtained the explicit formulas
of Sxyz, Txy, Sxy in Sec.III A,III B, and as well as cap-
tured the physical meanings of Sxyb , T
xy
b in Sec.III C 3.
Before concluding, we note that the full understanding
of Sxyz seems to be intriguingly related to the 3D na-
ture. It is not obvious to us that the use of 3D to 2D
reduction can capture all physics of Sxyz. We will come
back to comment this issue in the Sec.V.
IV. SL(3,Z) MODULAR DATA AND
MULTI-STRING BRAIDING
A. Ground state degeneracy and Particle, String
types
We now proceed to study the topology-dependent
ground state degeneracy (GSD), modular data S,
T of 3+1D twisted gauge theory with finite group
G =
∏
i ZNi . We shall comment that the GSD on T
2 of
2D topological order counts the number of quasi-particle
excitations, which from the Representation (Rep)
Theory is simply counting the number of charges α and
fluxes a forming the quasi-particle basis |α, a〉 spanned
the ground state Hilbert space. In 2D, GSD counts
the number of types of quasi-particles (or anyons)
as well as the number of basis |α, a〉. For higher di-
mension, GSD on Td of d-D topological order still counts
the number of canonical basis |α, a, b, . . . 〉, however,
may over count the number of types of particles (with
charge), strings (with flux), etc excitations. From a
untwisted ZN field theory perspective, the fluxed string
may be described by a 2-form B field, and the charged
particle may be described by a 1-form A field, with a
BF action
∫
BdA. As we can see the fluxes a, b are
over-counted.
We suggest that to count the number of types of par-
ticles of d-D is equivalent to Fig.12 process, where we
= 
FIG. 12. The number of particle types = GSD on Sd−1 × S1
dig a ball Bd with a sphere Sd−1 around the particle
q, which resides on Sd. And we connect it through a S1
tunnel to its anti-particle q¯. This process causes creation-
annihilation from vacuum, and counts how many types
of q sectors is equivalent to:
the number of particle types = GSD on Sd−1 × I.(36)
with I ' S1 for this example. For spacetime integral,
one evaluates Eq.(29) on M = Sd−1 × S1 × S1.
For counting closed string excitations, one may naively
use T2 to enclose a string as analogous to use S2
to enclose a particle in 3D. Then, one may deduce
the number of string types = GSD on T2×S1 ?= T3, and
that of spacetime integral on T4, as we already mentioned
earlier which is incorrect and overcounting. We suggest,
the number of string types = Sxy,Txy’s number of blocks,
(37)
which block is labeled by b as the form of Eq.4. We will
show the counting by Eq.(36), (37) in explicit examples
in the next.
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B. Abelian examples: 3D twisted ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3
gauge theories with Type II, III 4-cocycles
We firstly study the most generic 3+1D finite Abelian
twisted gauge theories with Type II, III 4-cocycle twists
in Table I. It is general enough for us to consider G =
ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3 with non-vanished gcd Nij , Nijl. The
Type II, III (both their 1st and 2nd kinds) twisted gauge
theory have GSD= |G|3 on the spatial T3 torus. As such
the canonical basis |α, a, b〉 of the ground state sector la-
bels the charge (α along x) and two fluxes (a, b along y,
z), each of the three has |G| kinds. Thus, naturally from
the Rep Theory viewpoint, we have GSD= |G|3. How-
ever, as mentioned in Sec.IV A, the |G|3 overcounts the
number of strings and particles. By using Eq.(36),(37),
we find there are |G| types of particles and |G| types of
strings. The canonical basis |α, a, b〉 (GSD on T3) counts
twice the flux sectors.
In Table II, we show their Sxyz by computing Eq.(30),
where we denote a = (a1, a2, a3, . . . ), with aj ∈ ZNj , and
the same notation for other b, c, d fluxes:
H4(G,R/Z) 4-cocycle Sα,βd,a,b Induced Sxyb
ZN12 Type II 1st exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
(βkak − αkdk)
) · exp ( 2piip(1st)II(12)
(N12·N2) (a1d2 + a2d1)b2 − 2a2b1d2
)
Type I, II of H3
ZN12 Type II 2nd exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
(βkak − αkdk)
) · exp ( 2piip(2nd)II(12)
(N12·N1) (a1d2 + a2d1)b1 − 2a1b2d1
)
Type I, II of H3
ZN123 Type III 1st exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
(βkak − αkdk)
) · exp ( 2piip(1st)III(123)
(N12·N3) (a1b2 − a2b1)d3 + (b2d1 − b1d2)a3
)
two Type IIs of H3
ZN123 Type III 2nd exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
(βkak − αkdk)
) · exp ( 2piip(2nd)III(123)
(N31·N2) (a3b1 − a1b3)d2 + (b1d3 − b3d1)a2
)
two Type IIs of H3
TABLE II. Sxyz = Sxyz(α,a,b)(β,c,d) ≡ 1|G|Sα,βd,a,bδbc modular data of 3+1D twisted gauge theories with G = ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3 . In
the last column, the H3 is the shorthand of H3(G,R/Z); the induced Sxyb is shown in Table IV.
Here we extract the Sα,βd,a,b part of S
xyz ignoring the |G|−1
factor:
Sxyz = Sxyz(α,a,b)(β,c,d) ≡
1
|G|S
α,β
d,a,bδb,c. (38)
The S–matrix reads gxk = dk, gyk = ak in Eq.(30).
In Table III, we show Txy. Here for Abelian G,
with C
(2)
a,b(c, d) is a 2-coboundary (cohomologically triv-
ial) thus dim(Rep) = 1, we compute Sxy by Eq.(33)
and that reduces to Eq.(34) Sxyb = (S
xy)(α,a,b)(β,c,d) ≡
1
|G|S
2D α,β
a,c (b) δb,d. In Table IV, we show S
xy in terms of
S2D α,βa,c (b) for simplicty.
H4(G,R/Z) 4-cocycle Ta,bα Induced Txyb
ZN12 Type II 1st exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
αk · ak
) · exp ( 2piip(1st)II(12)
(N12·N2) (a2b1 − a1b2)(a2)
)
Type I, II of H3(G,R/Z)
ZN12 Type II 2nd exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
αk · ak
) · exp ( 2piip(2nd)II(12)
(N12·N1) (a1b2 − a2b1)(a1)
)
Type I, II of H3(G,R/Z)
ZN123 Type III 1st exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
αk · ak
) · exp ( 2piip(1st)III(123)
(N12·N3) (a2b1 − a1b2)(a3)
)
two Type IIs of H3(G,R/Z)
ZN123 Type III 2nd exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
αk · ak
) · exp ( 2piip(2nd)III(123)
(N31·N2) (a1b3 − a3b1)(a2)
)
two Type IIs of H3(G,R/Z)
TABLE III. Txy modular data of the 3+1D twisted gauge theories with G = ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3 . We can view this in terms of
the index b for blocks of Txyb = T
ay,bz
αx , with the flux b along the compact z direction.
Several remarks follow: (1) For an untwisted gauge theory (topological term
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ω4 S
2D α,β
a,c (b) = trρ˜
a,b
α (a
2c−1)∗ trρ˜c,bβ (ac
−2)
II 1st exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
(αk(ck − 2ak) + βk(ak − 2ck))
) · exp ( 2piip(1st)II(12)
(N12·N2) b1(2a2c2 − 2a
2
2 − 2c22) + b2(2a1a2 + 2c1c2 − a1c2 − a2c1)
)
II 2nd exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
(αk(ck − 2ak) + βk(ak − 2ck))
) · exp ( 2piip(2nd)II(12)
(N12·N1) b2(2a1c1 − 2a
2
1 − 2c21) + b1(2a1a2 + 2c1c2 − a1c2 − a2c1)
)
III 1st exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
(αk(ck − 2ak) + βk(ak − 2ck))
) · exp ( 2piip(1st)III(123)
(N12·N3) b1(a2c3 + a3c2 − 2a2a3 − 2c2c3) + b2(2a1a3 + 2c1c3 − a1c3 − a3c1)
)
III 2nd exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
(αk(ck − 2ak) + βk(ak − 2ck))
) · exp ( 2piip(2nd)III(123)
(N31·N2) b3(a1c2 + a2c1 − 2a1a2 − 2c1c2) + b1(2a3a2 + 2c3c2 − a3c2 − a2c3)
)
TABLE IV. Sxy modular data of the 3+1D twisted gauge theories with G = ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3 . There are two more columns
(H4(G,R/Z), induced Sxyb ) not shown here, since the data simply duplicates Table II’s first and fourth column. The basis
chosen here is not canonical for excitations, in the sense that particle braiding around trivial vacuum still gain a non-trivial
statistic phase. Finding the proper canonical basis for each b block of Sxyb can be done by Ref.62’s method.
p.. = 0), which is the direct product of ZN gauge
theory or ZN toric code, its statistics has the form
exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
(βkak − αkdk)
)
and exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
αk · ak
)
. This
shall be described by the BF theory of
∫
BdA action.
With α, β as the charge of particles (1-form gauge field
A), a, b as the flux of string(2-form gauge field B).
This essentially describes the braiding between a
pure-particle and a pure-string.
(2) Both Sxy, Txy have block diagonal forms as Sxyb , T
xy
b
respect to the b flux (along z) correctly reflects what
Eq.(4) preludes already.
(3) Txy is in SL(3,Z) canonical basis automatically
and full-diagonal, but Sxy may not be in the canonical
basis for each blocks of Sxyb , due to its SL(2,Z) nature.
We can find the proper basis in each b block by Ref.62
method. Nevertheless, the eigenvalues of Sxy in Table
IV are still proper and invariant regardless any basis.
(4) Characterization of topological orders: We can
further compare the 3D Sxyb data to SL(2,Z)’s data of
2D Sxy of H3(G,R/Z) in Table XII. (see Appendix A
for data) All of the dimensional reduction of these data
(Sxyb in Table II, IV, and T
xy
b in Table III) agree with
3-cocycle (induced from 4-cocycle ω4) in Table I’s last
column. Gathering all data, we conclude that Eq.(19)
becomes explicitly. For example, Type II twists for G =
(Z2)
2 as,
C3D(Z2)2,1 = 4C2D(Z2)2,1 (39)
C3D(Z2)2 , ω4,II = C2D(Z2)2 ⊕ C2D(Z2)2,ω3,I ⊕ 2C2D(Z2)2,ω3,II (40)
Such a Type II ω4,II can produce a b = 0 sector of
(Z2 toric code ⊗ Z2 toric code) of 2D as C2D(Z2)2 , some
b 6= 0 sector of (Z2 double-semions ⊗ Z2 toric code)
as C2D(Z2)2,ω3,I and another b 6= 0 sector C2D(Z2)2,ω3,II , for
example. This procedure can be applied to other types
of cocycle twists.
(5) Classification of topological orders:
We shall interpret the decomposition in Eq.(19) as the
implication of classification. Let us do the counting of
number of phases in the simplest example of Type II,
G = Z2 × Z2 twisted theory. There are four types in
(p
(1st)
II(12), p
2nd
II(12)) ∈ H4(G,R/Z) = (Z2)2. However, we find
there are only two distinct topological orders out of
four. One is the trivial (Z2)
2 gauge theory as Eq.(39),
the other is the nontrivial type as Eq.(40). There are
two ways to see this, (i) from the full Sxyz, Txy data.
(ii) viewing the sector of Sxyb , T
xy
b under distinct fluxes b,
which is from a H3(G,R/Z) perspective. We should be-
ware that in principle tagging particles, strings or gauge
groups is not allowed, so one can identify many seemly-
different orders by relabeling their excitations. We will
give more examples of counting 2D, 3D topological orders
in Appendix A.
(6) Spin-statistics relation of closed strings in
Eq.(35) is verified to be correct here, while we take the
complex conjugate in Eq.(35). This is why we draw the
orientation of Fig.10,11 oppositely. Interpreting Txy as
the topological spin also holds.
(7) Cyclic relation for Sxyz in 3D: For all above data
(Type II, Type III), there is a special cyclic relation when
the charge labels are equal α = β for Sα,βa,b,d (e.g. for pure
fluxes α = β = 0, namely for pure strings):
Sα,αa,b,d · Sα,αb,d,a · Sα,αd,a,b = 1. (41)
However, such a cyclic relation does not hold (even at
the zero charge) for S2D α,βa,c (b) , namely S
2D α,β
a,c (b) · S2D α,βc,b (a) ·
S2D α,βb,a (c) 6= 1 in general. Some other cyclic relations are
studied recently in Ref.40 and 41, for which we have not
yet made detailed comparisons but the perspectives may
be different. In Ref.41, their cyclic relation is determined
by triple linking numbers associated with the membrane
operators. In Ref.40, their cyclic relation is related to the
loop braiding of Fig.2, which has its relevancy instead to
S2D α,βa,c (b) , not our cyclic relation of S
α,β
a,b,d for 3D. We will
comment more about the difference and the subtlety of
Sxy and Sxyz in Sec.V B.
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C. Non-Abelian examples: 3D twisted (Zn)
4 gauge
theories with Type IV 4-cocycle
We now study a more interesting example, a generic
3+1D finite Abelian twisted gauge theory with Type IV
4-cocycle twists with pijlm 6= 0 in Table I. For generality,
the formula we have also incorporated Type IV twists
together with the aforementioned Type II, III twists. So
all 4-cocycle twists will be discussed in this subsection.
Differ from the previous example in Sec.IV B of Abelian
topological order with Abelian statistics, we will show
Type IV 4-cocycle ω4,IV will cause the gauge theory
becomes non-Abelian, having non-Abelian statistics even
if the original G is Abelian. Our inspiration roots in
a 2D example for Type III 3-cocycle twist in Table
XII will cause a similar effect, discovered in Ref.42. In
general, one can consider G = ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3 × ZN4
with non-vanished gcd N1234; while we will focus on
G = (Zn)
4 with N1234 = n, with n is prime for simplicity.
From H4(G,R/Z) = Z21n , we have n21 types of theories,
while n20 are Abelian gauge theories, and n20 · (n − 1)
types with Type IV ω4 are endorsed with non-Abelian
statistics.
Ground state degeneracy (GSD)-
We compute the GSD of gauge theories with a Type
IV twist on the spatial T3 torus, truncated from = |G|3 =
|n4|3 = n12 to:
GSDT3,IV =
(
n8 + n9 − n5)+ (n10 − n7 − n6 + n3) (42)
≡ GSDAbelT3,IV + GSDnAbelT3,IV (43)
(We derive the above only for a prime n. The GSD trun-
cation is less severe and is in between GSDT3,IV and |G|3
for non-prime.) As such the canonical basis |α, a, b〉 of the
ground state sector on T3 no longer have |G|3 labels with
the |G| number charge and two pairs of |G|× |G| number
of fluxes as Sec.IV B. This truncation is due to the na-
ture of non-Abelian physics of Type IV ω4,IV twisted. We
shall explain our notation in Eq.(43), the (n)Abel means
the contribution from (non-)Abelian excitations. From
the Rep Theory viewpoint, we can recover the trunca-
tion back to |G|3 by carefully reconstructing the quantum
dimension of excitations. We obtain
|G|3 = (GSDAbelT3,IV)+ (GSDnAbelT3,IV ) · n2 (44)
= {n4 + n5 − n} · n4 · (1)2
+{(n4)2 − n5 − n4 + n} · n2 · (n)2
= {FluxAbelIV } · n4 · (dim1)2 + {FluxnAbelIV } · n2 · (dimn)2
The dimm means the dimension of Rep as dim(Rep) is
m, which is also the quantum dimension of excitations.
Here we have a dimension 1 for Abelian and n for non-
Abelian. In summary, we understand the decomposition
precisely in terms of each (non-)Abelian contribution by
flux sectors = |G|2 = |n4|2 = FluxAbelIV + FluxnAbelIV
GSDT3,IV = GSD
Abel
T3,IV + GSD
nAbel
T3,IV
dim(Rep)
2
= 12, n2
Numbers of charge Rep = n4, n2.
(45)
Actually, the canonical basis |α, a, b〉 (GSD on T3) still
works, the sum of Abelian FluxAbelIV and non-Abelian
FluxnAbelIV counts the flux number of a, b as the unal-
tered |G|2. The charge Rep α is unchanged with a num-
ber of |G| = n4 for Abelian sector with a rank-1 matrix
(1-dim linear or projective) representation, however, the
charge Rep α is truncated to a smaller number n2 for
non-Abelian sector also with a larger rank-n matrix (n-
dim projective) representation.
Another view on GSDT3,IV can be inspired by a generic
formula like Eq.(4)
GSDM′×S1 = ⊕bGSDb,M′ =
∑
b
GSDb,M′ , (46)
where we sum over GSD in all different b flux sectors,
with b flux along S1. Here we can take M′ × S1 = T3
and M′ = T2. For non-Type IV (untwisted, Type II,
III) ω4 case, we have |G| sectors of b flux and each has
GSDb,T2 = |G|2. For Type IV ω4 case G = (Zn)4 with a
prime n, we have
GSDT3,IV
= |G|2 + (|G| − 1) · |Zn|2 · (1 · |Zn|3 + (|Zn|2 − 1) · n)
= n8 + (n4 − 1) · n2 · (1 · n3 + (n3 − 1) · n). (47)
As we expect, the first part is from the zero flux b = 0,
which is the normal untwisted 2+1D (Zn)
4 gauge theory
(toric code) as C2D(Zn)4 with |G|2 = n8 on 2-torus. The
remained (|G| − 1) copies are inserted with nonzero flux
(b 6= 0) as C2D(Zn)4,ω3 with Type III 3-cocycle twists of
Table XII. In some case but not all cases, C2D(Zn)4,ω3 is
C2D
(Zn)untwist×(Zn)3twist,ω3 . In either case, the GSDb,T
2 for
b 6= 0 has the same decomposition always equivalent to
a untwisted Zn gauge theory with GSDT2 = n
2 direct
product with
GSDT2,ω3,III = (1 · n3 + (n3 − 1) · n) (48)
≡ GSDAbelT2,ω3,III + GSDnAbelT2,ω3,III , (49)
which we generalize the result derived for 2+1D Type III
ω3 twisted theory with G = (Z2)
3 in Ref.42 to G = (Zn)
3
of a prime n. One can repeat the counting for 2+1D as
Eq.(44)(45), see Appendix A.
To summarize, from the GSD counting, we already
foresee there exist non-Abelian strings in 3+1D
Type IV twisted gauge theory, with a quantum
dimension n. Those non-Abelian strings (fluxes) carries
dim(Rep) = n non-Abelian charges. Since charges are
sourced by particles, those non-Abelian strings are
not pure strings but attached with non-Abelian
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particles. (For a projection perspective from 3D to 2D,
a nonAbelain string of C3D is a non-Abelain dyon with
both charge and flux of C2Db .)
Modular Txy of 3D-
We shall compute Txy,Sxyz using the formula derived
in Sec.III B for Type IV ω4 theory (for generality, we also
include the twists by Type II, III ω4). Due to the large
GSD and the quantum dimension of non-Abelian nature,
we focus on a simplest example G = (Z2)
4 theory to have
the smallest amount of data. By H4(G,R/Z) = Z212 , we
have 221 types of theories, where 220 types with Type
IV are endorsed with non-Abelian statistics. (While 220
types are Abelian gauge theories of non-Type IV have
their T,S data in Sec.IV B.) For G = (Z2)
4, there are
still GSDT3,IV = 1576. Thus both T and S are matrices
with the rank 1576. Txy has 1576 components along
diagonal.
For G = (Z2)
4, we firstly define a quantity ηg1,g2,g3 of
convenience from the C
(2)
a,b(c, d) in Eq.(15),
ηg1,g2,g3 ≡
{
0, if C
(2)
g1,g2(g3, g3) = +1
1, if C
(2)
g1,g2(g3, g3) = −1
(50)
Below the plm, plmn are the shorthand of Type
II, III (both 1st, 2nd) topological term labels, the
plmflm(a, b, c), plmnflmn(a, b, c) abbreviate the function
forms in the exponents of Type II, III ω4 in Ta-
ble I. Namely, we regard their 4-cocycle ω4(a, b, c, d)
as a trivial 2-cocycle ca,b(c, d) written as ca,b(c, d) =
ηa,b(c)ηa,b(d)
ηa,b(c+d)
, where ηa,b(c) is a 1-cochain: ηa,b(c) =
exp(iplmflm(a, b, c)) = exp(
2pii
NlmNm
plmalbmcm)) for
Type II case. ηa,b(c) = exp(iplmnflmn(a, b, c)) =
exp( 2piiNlmNn plmnalbmcn)) for Type III case. We derive
Txy = T
ay,bz
αx of Eq.(31) in Table V.
Excitations (α, a, b) Ta,bα
(α, F (jAbel)), exp
(∑4
k=1 pii αkak
) → e.g. ±1
(((±)a, (±)b), F (jnAbel)) e
ipi
2
(
∑
l,m,n∈{1,2,3,4}
l<m<n
plmflm (a,b,a)+plmnflmn (a,b,a))
(±)a(±)b(i)ηa,b,a → e.g. ±1 or ±i
TABLE V. SL(3,Z) modular data Txy = T
ay,bz
αx for (Z2)
4 theory with Type IV ω4. The formula of Txy is separated to two
sets: the first set with 736 components (from the sector GSDAbel
T3,IV) and another 840 components (from the sector GSD
nAbel
T3,IV ).
F = (ai, bi) are fluxes with 8 components, (a1, a2, a3, a4) ∈ (Z2)4 and (b1, b2, b3, b4) ∈ (Z2)4. The number of distinct fluxes in
F (jAbel) is 46(= Flux
Abel
IV ), the number of distinct fluxes F (jnAbel) is 210(= Flux
nAbel
IV ). This table contains all 2
20 kinds of
Txy for the non-Abelian theories in H4(G,R/Z) = Z212 (half of 221). ((±)a, (±)b) pair makes up the numbers of charge Rep
n2 = 22 in Eq.(45). Details of the rank-2 matrix Rep is shown in Appendix A.
Modular Sxyz of 3D-
The Sxyz matrix has 1576×1576 components. We organize Sxyz into four blocks, denoting (n)Abel for (non)Abelian
with 736 (840) components. Defining Sxyz(α,a,b)(β,c,d) ≡ 1|G|Sα,βa,b,dδb,c, we obtain
Sxyz =
1
|G|
 SAbel,Abel SAbel,nAbel
SnAbel,Abel SnAbel,nAbel
(β1,β2,β3,β4, c,d) ((±)c,(±)d, c,d)
736 components 840 components
(α1,α2,α3,α4, a,b)
((±)a,(±)b, a,b)
 (51)

SAbel,Abel = 1 · exp(
∑
k
2pii
Nk
(−αkdk + βkak)) · δb,c = (−1)(−αkdk+βkak) · δb,c,
SAbel,nAbel = 2 · (−1)(−αkdk) · e
ipi2 (
∑
l,m,n∈{1,2,3,4}
l<m<n
plmflm (b,d,a)+plmnflmn (b,d,a))
(±1)b(±1)d · (i)ηb,d,aδa∈{1,b,d,bd} · δb,c,
SnAbel,Abel = 2 · (−1)(βkak) · e
−ipi2 (
∑
l,m,n∈{1,2,3,4}
l<m<n
plmflm (a,b,d)+plmnflmn (a,b,d))
(±1)a(±1)b · (i)ηa,b,dδd∈{1,a,b,ab} · δb,c,
SnAbel,nAbel = 4 · e
−ipi2 (
∑
l,m,n∈{1,2,3,4}
l<m<n
plmflm (a,b,d)+plmnflmn (a,b,d))
· e
ipi2 (
∑
l,m,n∈{1,2,3,4}
l<m<n
plmflm (b,d,a)+plmnflmn (b,d,a))
·(±1)a(±1)b(±1)c(±1)d · (−i)ηa,b,d · (i)ηb,d,a · δa∈{b,d,bd} · δd∈{a,b,ab} · δb,c.
(52)
The exp(
∑
k
2pii
Nk
(−αkdk + βkak)) factor in the top-left block shows the pure-particle pure-string braiding of un-
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twisted ZN gauge theory (no ω4 dependence). We define
δa∈{b,d,bd} = 1 if a ∈ {b, d, bd} , otherwise δa∈{b,d,bd} = 0.
Some other technical details follow: for G = (Z2)
4, the
constraint δa∈{b,d,bd} ·δd∈{a,b,ab} reduces to δd∈{a,ab}. The
survival nonzero SnAbel,nAbel are only in two kinds of
forms, either d = a or d = ab.
SnAbel,nAbel =
{
Sα,βa,b,aδb,cδd,a
Sα,βa,b,abδb,cδd,ab
(53)
Some remarks follow:
(1) Dimensional reduction from 3D to 2D sectors
with b flux: From the above Sxyz,Txy, there is no diffi-
culty to derive Sxy from Eq.(32). From all these modular
data Sxyb ,T
xy
b data, we find consistency with the dimen-
sional reduction of 3D topological order by comparing
with induced 3-cocycle ω3 from ω4. Let us consider a
single specific example, given the Type IV p1234 = 1 and
other zero Type II,III indices p.. = p... = 0,
C3D(Z2)4,ω4,IV = ⊕bC2Db (54)
= C2D(Z2)4 ⊕ 10 C2D(Z2)×(Z2)3(ijl),ω(ijl)3,III ⊕ 5C
2D
(Z2)4,ω3,III×ω3,III×...
= C2D(Z2)4 ⊕ 10 C2D(Z2)×(D4) ⊕ 5C2D(Z2)4,ω3,III×ω3,III×...
The C2D(Z2)4 again is the normal (Z2)4 gauge theory at
b = 0. The 10 copies of C2D(Z2)×(D4) with a untwisted
dihedral D4 gauge theory (|D4| = 8) product with the
normal (Z2) gauge theory. The duality to D4 theory in
2D can be expected,42 see Table VI. (For a byproduct
of our work, we go beyond Ref.42 to give the complete
classification of all twisted 2D ω3 of G = (Z2)
3 and their
corresponding topological orders and twisted quantum
double Dω(G) in Appendix.A.) The remained 5 copies
C2D(Z2)4,ω3,III×ω3,III×... must contain the twist on the full
group (Z2)
4, not just its subgroup. This peculiar feature
suggests the following remark.
(2) Sometimes there may exist a duality between a
twisted Abelian gauge theory and a untwisted non-
Abelian gauge theory,42 one may wonder whether one
can find a dual non-Abelian gauge theory for C3D(Z2)4,ω4,IV?
We find that, however, C3D(Z2)4,ω4,IV cannot be dual
to a normal gauge theory (neither Abelian nor
non-Abelian), but must be a twisted (Abelian or
non-Abelian) gauge theory. The reason is more in-
volved. Let us firstly recall the more familiar 2D case.
One can consider G = (Z2)
3 example with C2D(Z2)3,ω3 ,
with H3(G,R/Z) = (Z2)7. There are 26 for non-Abelian
types with Type III ω3 (the other 2
6 Abelian without
with Type III ω3). We find the 64 non-Abelian types
of 3-cocycles ω3 go to 5 classes labeled ω3[1], ω3[3d],
ω3[3i], ω3[5] and ω3[7], and their twisted quantum dou-
ble model Dω(G) are shown in Table VI. The number
in the bracket [..] is related to the number of pairs of
±i in the T matrix and the d/i stand for the linear
dependence(d)/independence(i) of fluxes generating co-
cycles.
Class Twisted quantum double Dω(G) Number of Types
ω3[1] D
ω3[1](Z2
3), D(D4) 7
ω3[3d] D
ω3[3d](Z2
3), Dγ
4
(Q8) 7
ω3[3i] D
ω3[3i](Z2
3), D(Q8), D
α1(D4), D
α2(D4) 28
ω3[5] D
ω3[5](Z2
3), Dα1α2(D4) 21
ω3[7] D
ω3[7](Z2
3) 1
TABLE VI. Dω(G), the twisted quantum double model of G in 2+1D, and their 3-cocycles ω3(involving Type III) types in
C2D(Z2)3,ω3 . We classify the 64 types of 2D non-Abelian twisted gauge theories to 5 classes, which agree with Ref.64. Each class
has distinct non-Abelian statistics. Both dihedral group D4 and quaternion group Q8 are non-Abelian groups of order 8, as
|D4| = |Q8| = |(Z2)3| = 8. Dω(G) data can be found in Ref.64. Details are reserved to Appendix A.
From Table VI, we show that two classes of 3-cocycles
for Dω3(Z2)
3 of 2D can have dual descriptions by gauge
theory of non-Abelian dihedral group D4, quaternion
group Q8. However, the other three classes of 3-cocycles
for Dω3(Z2)
3 do not have a dual (untwisted) non-Abelian
gauge theory.
Now let us go back to consider 3D C3DG,ω4,IV , with
|Z2|4 = 16. From Ref.39, we know 3+1D D4 gauge the-
ory has decomposition by its 5 centralizers. Apply the
rule of decomposition to other groups, it implies that for
untwisted group G in 3D C3DG , we can decompose it into
sectors of C2DGb,b, here Gb becomes the centralizer of the
conjugacy class(flux) b: C3DG = ⊕bC2DGb,b. Some useful
information is:
C3D(Z2)4 = 16C2D(Z2)4 (55)
C3DD4 = 2C2DD4 ⊕ 2C2D(Z2)2 ⊕ C2DZ4 , (56)
C3DZ2×D4 = 4C2DZ2×D4 ⊕ 4C2D(Z2)3 ⊕ 2C2DZ2×Z4 , (57)
C3DQ8 = 2C2DQ8 ⊕ 3C2DZ4 , (58)
C3DZ2×Q8 = 4C2DZ2×Q8 ⊕ 6C2DZ2×Z4 . (59)
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and we find that no such decomposition is possible from
|G| = 16 group to match Eq.(54)’s. Furthermore, if there
exists a non-Abelian GnAbel to have Eq.(54), those (Z2)
4,
(Z2)× (D4) or the twisted (Z2)4 must be the centralizers
of GnAbel. But one of the centralizers (the centralizer
of the identity element as a conjugacy class b = 0) of
GnAbel must be GnAbel itself, which has already ruled
out from Eq.(55),(57). Thus, we prove that C3D(Z2)4,ω4,IV
is not a normal 3+1D gauge theory (not Z2 ×D4,
neither Abelian nor non-Abelian) but must only
be a twisted gauge theory.
1
2
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FIG. 13. For 3+1D Type IV ω4,IV twisted gauge theory
C3DG,ω4,IV : (a) Two-string statistics in unlink 021 configu-
ration is Abelian. (The b = 0 sector as C2DG .) (b) Three-
string statistics in two Hopf links 221#2
2
1 configuration
is non-Abelian. (The b 6= 0 sector in C2Db = C2DG,ω3,III .) The
b 6= 0 flux sector creates a monodromy effectively acting as
the third (black) string threading the two (red,blue) strings.
(3) We discover that, see Fig.13, for any twisted gauge
theory C3DG,(ω4,IV·ω4,..) with Type IV 4-cocycle ω4,IV (which
non-Abelian nature is not affected by adding other Type
II,III ω4,..), by threading a third string through
two-string unlink 021 into three-string Hopf links
221#2
2
1 configuration, Abelian two-string statistics
is promoted to non-Abelian three-string statis-
tics. We can see the physics from Eq.(54), the C2Db is
Abelian in b = 0 sector; but non-Abelian in b 6= 0 sector.
The physics of Fig.13 is then obvious, by applying our
discussion in Sec.III C about the equivalence between
string-threading and the b 6= 0 monodromy causes a
branch cut.
(4) Cyclic relation for non-Abelian Sxyz in 3D: In-
terestingly, for the (Z2)
4 twisted gauge theory with non-
Abelian statistics, we find that a similar cyclic relation
Eq.(41) still holds as long as two conditions are satis-
fied: (i) the charge labels are equivalent α = β and (ii)
δa∈{b,d,bd} · δd∈{a,b,ab} · δb∈{d,a,da} = 1. However, Eq.(41)
is modified with a factor depending on the dimensionality
of Rep α:
Sα,αa,b,d · Sα,αb,d,a · Sα,αd,a,b · |dim(α)|−3 = 1. (60)
This identity should hold for any Type IV non-Abelian
strings. This is a cyclic relation of 3D nature, instead of
a dimensional-reducing 2D nature for S2D α,βa,c (b) of Fig.2.
V. CONCLUSION
A. Knot and Link configuration
Throughout our presentation, we have been indicating
that the mathematics of knots and links may be helpful to
organize our string-braiding patterns in 3D. Here we illus-
trate them more systematically. We will use Alexander-
Briggs notation for the knots and links, see Fig.14.
= 
FIG. 14. Under Alexander-Briggs notation, an unknot is 01,
two unknots can form an unlink 021. A Hopf link is 2
2
1, a
connected sum of two Hopf links is 221#2
2
1.
The knots and links for our string-braiding patterns
are organized into Table VII. We recall that, in Sec.III C,
the topological spin for a closed string in the b = 0 flux
sector of C2Db does a self-2pi flipping under the 01 unknot
configuration. Due to our spin-statistics relation of a
closed string, we can view the topological spin of b = 0
sector as the exchange statistics of two identical strings
in 021 unlink configuration. On the other hand, for the
topological spin in the b 6= 0 flux sector, we effectively
thread a (black) string through the (blue) unknot, which
forms a Hopf link 221. Meanwhile, we can view the topo-
logical spin of b 6= 0 sector as the exchange statistics
of two identical strings treaded by a third (black) string
in a connected sum of two Hopf links 221#2
2
1 configura-
tion. Furthermore, we can promote two-string Abelian
statistics under the 021 unlink of b = 0 sector to three-
string Abelian (in Sec.IV B) or non-Abelian statistics (in
Sec.IV C) under Hopf links 221#2
2
1 of b 6= 0 sector.
Nothing prevents us from considering more generic
knot and link patterns for three-string or multi-string
braiding. Our reason is here - From the full modu-
lar SL(3,Z) group viewpoint, the Sxyz is a necessary
generator to access the full data of the SL(3,Z) group.
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C2Db Physics of Strings Knots and Links
topological spin (T) 01
b = 0 exchange statistics 021
2-string braiding 021
topological spin (T) 221
b 6= 0 exchange statistics 221#221
3-string braiding 221#2
2
1, . . .
TABLE VII. Various string-braiding patterns in terms of
knots and links in Alexander-Briggs notation: the topological
spin of a loop, the exchange/braiding statistics of two loops
without any background string inserted (b = 0 sector) or with
another background string inserted (b 6= 0 sector). Here we
effectively view the string braiding statistics of 3D topological
order in terms of 2D sectors: C3D = ⊕bC2Db .
However, we have learned that our 3D to 2D reduction
by Eq.(4) using SL(2,Z) subgroup’s data Sxy and Txy
already encode all the physics of braidings under the
simplest knots and links in Fig.14 - These include self-
flipping topological spin and exchange/braiding statistics
(Sec.III C,IV). It suggests that Sxyz contains more than
these string-braiding configurations. In addition, there
are more generic Mapping Class Groups MCG(Mspace)
beyond MCG(T3) = SL(3,Z), which potentially encode
more exotic multi-string braidings.
Indeed, as we already notice in Sec.IV, the 3D S ma-
trix essentially contains the information of three fluxes
(d, a, b) = (dx, ay, bz) in Eq.(38), S
xyz = S(α,a,b)(β,c,d) ≡
1
|G|S
α,β
d,a,bδbc. Since strings carry fluxes in 3D, this further
suggests that we should look for the braiding involving
with three strings, where the 3-loop braiding has also
been recently emphasized in Ref.40 and 41.
The configuration we study so far with three strings is
the Hopf link 221#2
2
1. We propose that using more general
three strings pattern, such as the link
N 3m
or its connected sum to study topological states. (N 3m
is in Alexander-Briggs notation, here 3 means that there
are three closed loops, N means the crossing number,
and m is the label for different kinds for N 3 linking.)
For example, three-string braiding can include links of 631,
632, 6
3
3 in Fig.15. Configurations in Fig.15 are potentially
promising for studying the braiding statistics of strings
to classify or characterize topological orders.
To examine whether the multi-string braiding is
topologically well-defined, we propose a way to check
that (such as the braiding processes in Fig.13,15):
“The path that one (red) loop A winds around another
(blue) loop B along the time evolution is nontrivial in
the complement space of the B and the base (black)
loop C. Namely, the path of A needs to be a nontrivial
element of the fundamental group for the complement
space of B and C. Thus the path needs to be homo-
topically nontrivial.”
FIG. 15. The trefoil knot is 31. Some other simplest 3-string
links (beyond Hopf links 221#2
2
1) are given: 6
3
1, 6
3
2 (Borromean
rings), 633. From the spin-statistics relation of a closed string
discussed in Sec.III C, where the topological spin of certain
knot/link configurations (01 for the monodromy flux b = 0
and 221 for b 6= 0) is equivalent to the exchange statistics of
certain knot/link configurations (021 for b = 0 and 2
2
1#2
2
1 for
b 6= 0) under Eq.(35). Therefore, we may further conjecture
that the topological spin of a trefoil knot 31 may relate to the
braiding statistics of 631, 6
3
2, 6
3
3.
Before concluding this subsection, another final remark
is that in Sec.III C 3, we mention generalizing the framed
worldline picture of particles in Fig.9 to the framed
worldsheet picture of closed-strings. (ps. The framed
worldline is like a worldsheet, the framed worldsheet is
like a worldvolume.) Thus, it may be interesting to study
how incorporating the framing of particles and strings
(with worldline/worldsheet/worldvolume) can provide
richer physics and textures into the knot-link pattern.
B. Cyclic identity for Abelian and non-Abelian
strings
In Sec.IV B and Sec.IV C, we discuss cyclic identity for
Abelian and non-Abelian strings particularly for 3+1D
twisted gauge theories. We find Eq.(60),
“Cyclic identity of 3D’s Sxyz matrix of Eq.(38)
Sxyz(α,a,b)(β,c,d) ≡ 1|G|Sα,βd,a,bδb,c”:
Sα,αa,b,d · Sα,αb,d,a · Sα,αd,a,b · |dim(α)|−3 = 1 . (61)
For the Abelian case, the dimension of Rep is simply
dim(α) = 1, which reduces to Eq.(41).
On the other hand, we find that there is also another
cyclic identity, based on 2D’s Sxyb = S
xy
(α,a,b)(β,c,d) ≡
1
|G|S
2D α,β
a,c (b) δb,d matrix of Eq.(34), written in terms of
S2D α,βa,c (b) , at least for Abelian strings of Type II, III 4-
cocycle twists, namely
“Cyclic identity of 2D’s Sxy matrix”:
S2D 0,0ai,ck (bj) · S
2D 0,0
ck,bj (ai)
· S2D 0,0bj ,ai (ck) = 1 . (62)
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This Eq.(62) cyclic identity has two additional criteria:
(1) Here α = β = 0 means that all strings must have zero
charges. (2) In addition, the
∏
i ZNi flux labels ai, bj , ck
must satisfy that ai = |a|eˆi, bj = |b|eˆj , ck = |c|eˆk, as
a multiple of a single unit flux, each only carries one of∏
i ZNi fluxes. Note that eˆj ≡ (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) is de-
fined to be a unit vector with a nonzero component in the
j-th component for the ZNj flux. Eq.(62) is true even in
the non-canonical basis, such as the case for the b-flux
sector in Table IV. Thus, the fact whether in the canoni-
cal basis62 or not does not affect the identity Eq.(62), at
least for the example of Abelian Type II, III 4-cocycles.
This 2D’s Sxyb cyclic identity in Eq.(62) is indeed the
cyclic relation of Ref.40. From the fact that we associate
2D’s Sxyb matrix to the dimensional reduction of string
braiding in Fig.2, it shows that the Abelian statistical
angle θai,ck,(bj) can be defined, up to a basis,
62 as
S2D 0,0ai,ck (bj) = exp(i θai,ck,(bj)). (63)
Thus Eq.(62) implies a cyclic relation for Abelian statis-
tical angles:
θai,ck,(bj) + θck,bj ,(ai) + θbj ,ai,(ck) = 0 (mod 2pi).(64)
In contrast, the 3D cyclic relation works for both
Abelian and non-Abelian strings, and it does not restrict
on zero charge but only for equal charges α = β. More
importantly, Eq.(61) allows any flux for each a, b, c, in-
stead of limiting to a single unit flux or a multiple of a
single unit flux in Eq.(62).
C. Main results
We have studied string and particle excitations in
3+1D twisted discrete gauge theories, which belong to
a class of topological orders. These 3D theories are
gapped topological systems with topology-dependent
ground state degeneracy. The twisted gauge theory
contains its data of gauge group G and 4-cocycle twist
ω4 ∈ H4(G,R/Z) of G’s fourth cohomology group.
Such a data provides many types of theories, however
several types of theories belong to the same class of a
topological order. To better characterize and classify
topological orders, we use the mapping class group on T3
torus, by MCG(Td) = SL(d,Z), to extract the SL(3,Z)
modular data Sxyz and Txy in the ground state sectors,
which however reveal information of gapped excitations
of particles and strings. We have posed five main
questions Q1-Q5 and other sub-questions throughout
our work, and have addressed each of them in some
depth. We summarize our results and approaches below,
and make comparisons with some recent works:
(1) Dimensional Reduction: By inserting a gauge
flux b into a compactified circle z of 3D topological order
C3D, we can realize C3D = ⊕bC2Db , where C3D becomes a
direct sum of degenerate states of 2D topological orders
C2Db in different flux b sectors. We should emphasize
that this dimensional reduction is not real space decom-
position along the z direction, but the decomposition
in the Hilbert space of ground states (excitations basis
such as the canonical basis of Eq.(11)). We propose
this decomposition in Eq.(5) will work for a generic
topological order without a gauge group description. In
the most general case, b becomes certain basis label of
Hilbert space. The recent study of Ref.39 implements
the dimensional reduction idea on the normal gauge
theories described by 3D Kitaev ZN toric code and 3D
quantum double models without cocycle twists using the
spatial Hamiltonian approach. In our work, we consider
more generic twisted gauge theories with a lattice
realization in the twisted 3D quantum double models
under the framework of Dijkgraaf-Witten theory.36 We
apply both the spatial Hamiltonian approach and the
spacetime path integral approach.
(2) Modular Data: We find explicit formula repre-
sentations of SL(3,Z) modular data S and T using (i)
path integral and cocycle approach, and (ii) Representa-
tion(Rep) theory approach. The Rep theory approach
is convenient, and perhaps contains more general and
simplified expressions. While the recent work either
focus on Abelian statistics40,41 or focus on normal gauge
theories,39 our formula embodies generic non-Abelian
twisted gauge theories thus is most powerful.
(3) Classification and Characterization: We use
the modular data S and T to characterize the braiding
statistics of some 2D and 3D topological orders. We
can further use the modular data S and T taking into
account excitation-relabeling to classify (or partially
classify) topological orders. Explicit 2D examples are
G = (Z2)
3 twisted gauge theories, and 3D examples are
G = (Z2)
4 twisted gauge theories. Some of our results
are compared with the mathematics literature in the
Supplemental Material (Appendix A). Some of 2D results
are compared to twisted quantum double models Dω(G).
Our result can also facilitate the study of symmetric
protected topological states (SPTs) protected by a
global symmetry Gs.
52 By gauging the Gs symmetry of
SPTs, one can use the induced dynamical gauged theory
to study the braiding of excitations and to characterize
SPTs.40,65–67
(4) Physics of string and particle braiding: We
provide the physics meaning of the topological spin
and spin-statistics relation for a closed string. We also
interpret the 3-string braiding statics firstly studied in
Ref.40 from a new perspective - a dimensional reduction
with b flux monodromy. We find that with Type IV
4-cocycle twist for the twisted gauge theory,
by threading a third string through two-string unlink
021 into three-string Hopf links 2
2
1#2
2
1 configuration,
Abelian two-string statistics is promoted to
21
Braiding statistics - b = 0 braiding b 6= 0 braiding
(G,ω4) of C3DG,ω4 = ⊕bC2Db 2-strings 021 3-strings 221#221
(GAbel, 1) Abelian st Abelian st
(GAbel,without ω4,IV) Abelian st Abelian st
(GAbel,with ω4,IV) Abelian st non-Abelian st
(GnAbel, 1) non-Abelian st (non)Abelian st
(GnAbel, ω) non-Abelian st non-Abelian st
TABLE VIII. Braiding statistics being Abelian or non-
Abelian in terms of (G,ω4), a gauge group G and a cocycle
twist ω4 of a 3D topological order C3DG,ω4 . Here GAbel means
Abelian G, GnAbel means non-Abelian G, and st means statis-
tics. A normal gauge theory has ω4 = 1 with no cocycle twist.
The (non)Abelian st means it can be either non-Abelian or
pure Abelian statistics (e.g. Any b 6= 0 sector of an untwisted
S3 gauge theory has pure Abelian statistics, due to S
3 cen-
tralizers of non-indentity elements are Abelian. But some
b 6= 0 sector of untwisted D4 and Q8 gauge theories have non-
Abelian statistics.) The b = 0 2-strings 021 braiding is the
process of Fig.13 (a). The b 6= 0 3-strings 221#221 braiding is
the process of Fig.13 (b)
.
non-Abelian three-string statistics. In Ref.39, the
sort-of opposite effect of ours is found: where the normal
(untwisted) non-Abelian 3D topological order has found
with non-Abelian statistics in b = 0 sector, but there
may have Abelian statistics in b 6= 0 sector. Incorporate
this understanding, We have a more unified picture
organized in Table VIII, for the string-braiding statistics
of twisted/untwisted Abelian/non-Abelian gauge theo-
ries as topological orders. Since the string deformation
on the lattice can blur the Abelian U(1) phase, our
non-Abelian string-braiding statistics provides a better
alternative for a robust physical observable than Abelian
string-braiding statistics40,41 to be tested numerically
or experimentally in the future. Last but not least, we
propose to use more general patterns, such as N 3m (or
N lm# . . . ) knots/links of Alexander-Briggs to study the
three-string (or multi-string) braiding statistics.
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Supplemental Material
Appendix A: Group Cohomology and Cocycles
1. Cohomology group
Here we review the cohomology group Hd+1(G,R/Z) = Hd+1(G,U(1)) by R/Z = U(1), as the (d+ 1)th-cohomology
group of G over G module U(1). Each class in Hd+1(G,R/Z) corresponds to a distinct (d+1)-cocycles. The n-cocycle
is a n-cochain additionally satisfying the n-cocycle-conditions δω = 1. The n-cochain is a mapping ω(A1, A2, . . . , An):
Gn → U(1) (which inputs Ai ∈ G, i = 1, . . . , n, and outputs a U(1) phase). The n-cochains satisfy the group
multiplication rule:
(ω1 · ω2)(A1, . . . , An) = ω1(A1, . . . , An) · ω2(A1, . . . , An), (A1)
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thus form a group. The coboundary operator δ
δc(g1, g2, . . . , gn+1) ≡ c(g2, . . . , gn+1)c(g1, . . . , gn)(−1)n+1 ·
n∏
j=1
c(g1, . . . , gjgj+1, . . . , gn+1)
(−1)j , (A2)
defines the n-cocycle-condition δω = 1 (a pentagon relation in 2D). We check the distinct n-cocycles are not equivalent
by n-coboundaries. The n-cochain forms a group Cn, the n-cocycle forms a subgroup Zn of Cn, and the n-coboundary
further forms a subgroup Bn of Zn (since δ2 = 1). Overall, it shows Bn ⊂ Zn ⊂ Cn. The n-cohomology group is
exactly a relation of a kernel Zn (the group of n-cocycles) modding out an image Bn (the group of n-coboundary):
Hn(G,U(1)) = Zn/Bn. (A3)
To derive the expression of Hd(G,U(1)) in terms of groups explicitly, we apply some key formulas:
(1). Ku¨nneth formula:
We denote R as a ring, M,M′ as the R-modules, X,X ′
are some chain complex. The Ku¨nneth formula shows
the cohomology of a chain complex X × X ′ in terms of
the cohomology of a chain complex X and another chain
complex X ′. For topological cohomology Hd, we have
Hd(X ×X ′,M⊗R M′)
'
[
⊕dk=0 Hk(X,M)⊗R Hd−k(X ′,M′)
]
⊕[
⊕d+1k=0 TorR1 (Hk(X,M), Hd−k+1(X ′,M′))
]
. (A4)
Hd(X ×X ′,M)
'
[
⊕dk=0 Hk(X,M)⊗Z Hd−k(X ′,Z)
]
⊕[
⊕d+1k=0 TorZ1 (Hk(X,M), Hd−k+1(X ′,Z))
]
. (A5)
The above is valid for both topological cohomology Hd
and group cohomology Hd (for G′ is a finite group):
Hd(G×G′,M)
'
[
⊕dk=0 Hk(G,M)⊗Z Hd−k(G′,Z)
]
⊕[
⊕d+1k=0 TorZ1 (Hk(G,M),Hd−k+1(G′,Z))
]
. (A6)
(2). Universal coefficient theorem(UCT) can be
derived from Ku¨nneth formula, Eq.(A5), by takingX = 0
or Z1 or a point thus only H
0(X ′,M) = M survives,
Hd(X ′,M) ' M⊗Z Hd(X ′,Z)⊕ TorZ1 (M, Hd+1(X ′,Z)). (A7)
Using UCT, we can rewrite Eq.(A5) as a decomposition
below.
(3). Decomposition:
Hd(X ×X ′,M) ' ⊕dk=0Hk[X,Hd−k(X ′,M)]. (A8)
The above is valid for both topological cohomology and
group cohomology:
Hd(G×G′,M) ' ⊕dk=0Hk[G,Hd−k(G′,M)], (A9)
provided that both G and G′ are finite groups.
The expression of Ku¨nneth formula is in terms of the
tensor-product operation ⊗R and the torsion-product
TorR1 operation of a base ring R, which we write R ≡
TorR1 as shorthand, their properties are:
M⊗Z M′ ' M′ ⊗Z M,
Z⊗Z M ' M⊗Z Z = M,
Zn ⊗Z M ' M⊗Z Zn = M/nM,
Zn ⊗Z U(1) ' U(1)⊗Z Zn = 0,
Zm ⊗Z Zn = Zgcd(m,n),
(M′ ⊕ M′′)⊗R M = (M′ ⊗R M)⊕ (M′′ ⊗R M),
M⊗R (M′ ⊕ M′′) = (M⊗R M′)⊕ (M⊗R M′′); (A10)
and
TorR1 (M,M
′) ≡ MR M′,
MR M′ ' M′ R M,
ZZ M = MZ Z = 0,
Zn Z M = {m ∈ M|nm = 0},
Zn Z U(1) = Zn,
Zm Z Zn = Z〈m,n〉,
TorZ1 (U(1), U(1)) = 0,
M′ ⊕ M′′ R M = M′ R M⊕ M′′ R M,
MR M′ ⊕ M′′ = MR M′ ⊕ MR B. (A11)
For other details, we suggest to read Ref.52 and Reference
therein.
We summarize some useful facts in Table IX, and some derived results in Table X.
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0 H0(G,M) = M H0(G,Z) = Z H0(G,U(1)) = U(1)
1 H1(G,M) H1(G,Z) = Z1 H1(G,U(1)) = G (1D Rep of group)
2 H2(G,M) H2(G,Z) = H1(G,U(1)) H2(G,U(1)) (Projective Rep of group)
3 H3(G,M) H3(G,Z) = H2(G,U(1))
d ≥ 2 Hd(G,M) Hd(G,Z) = Hd−1(G,U(1))
TABLE IX. Some facts about the cohomology group. For a finite Abelian group G, we have H2(G,Z) = H1(G,U(1)) = G.
Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V Type VI . . . . . .
ZNi ZNij ZNijl ZNijlm Zgcd⊗5i (N(i)) Zgcd⊗6i (Ni) Zgcd⊗
m
i (Ni)
Z
gcd⊗d−1i Ni
Zgcd⊗diN(i)
H1(G,U(1)) 1
H2(G,U(1)) 0 1
H3(G,U(1)) 1 1 1
H4(G,U(1)) 0 2 2 1
H5(G,U(1)) 1 2 4 3 1
H6(G,U(1)) 0 3 6 7 4 1
Hd(G,U(1)) (1−(−1)d)
2
d
2
− (1−(−1)d)
4
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . d− 2 1
TABLE X. The table shows the exponent of the Zgcd⊗mi (Ni) class in Hd(G,U(1)) for G =
∏n
i=1 ZNi . We define a shorthand
of Zgcd(Ni,Nj) ≡ ZNij ≡ Zgcd⊗2i (Ni), etc, also for other higher gcd. Our definition of the Type m is from its number m of cyclic
gauge groups in the gcd class Zgcd⊗mi (Ni). The number of exponents can be systematically obtained by adding all the numbers
of the previous column from the top row to a row before the wish-to-determine number. For example, our table shows that we
derive that H3(G,R/Z) = ∏
1≤i<j<l≤n
ZNi × ZNij × ZNijl and H4(G,R/Z) =
∏
1≤i<j<l<m≤n
(ZNij )
2 × (ZNijl)2 × ZNijlm , etc.
.
2. Derivation of cocycles
To derive Table X, we find that by doing the Ku¨nneth formula decomposition carefully for a generic finite Abelian
group G =
∏
i ZNi , some corresponding structure becomes transparent. See Table XI.
(d+1)dim Hd+1(G,U(1)) Ku¨nneth formula in Hd+1(G,U(1)) path integral forms in “fields”
0+1D Zn1 H1(Zn1 ,U(1)) [exp(ik..
∫
A1)]
1+1D Zn12 H1(Zn1 ,U(1))Z H1(Zn2 ,U(1)) [exp(ik..
∫
A1A2)]
2+1D Zn1 H3(Zn1 ,U(1)) [exp(ik..
∫
A1dA1)]
2+1D Zn12 H1(Zn1 ,U(1))⊗Z H1(Zn2 ,U(1)) [exp(ik..
∫
A1dA2)]
2+1D Zn123 [H1(Zn1 ,U(1))Z H1(Zn2 ,U(1))]Z H1(Zn3 ,U(1)) [exp(ik..
∫
A1A2A3)]
3+1D Zn12 H1(Zn1 ,U(1))Z H3(Zn2 ,U(1)) [exp(ik..
∫
A1A2dA2)]
3+1D Zn12 H1(Zn2 ,U(1))Z H3(Zn1 ,U(1)) [exp(ik..
∫
A2A1dA1)]
3+1D Zn123 [H1(Zn1 ,U(1))⊗Z H1(Zn2 ,U(1))]Z H1(Zn3 ,U(1)) [exp(ik..
∫
(A1dA2)A3)]
3+1D Zn123 [H1(Zn1 ,U(1))Z H1(Zn2 ,U(1))]⊗Z H1(Zn3 ,U(1)) [exp(ik..
∫
(A1A2)dA3)]
3+1D Zn1234
[
[H1(Zn1 ,U(1))Z H1(Zn2 ,U(1))]Z H1(Zn3 ,U(1))
]
Z H1(Zn4 ,U(1)) [exp(ik..
∫
A1A2A3A4)]
TABLE XI. Some derived facts about the cohomology group and its cocycles.
From the known field theory fact, we know that 2+1D twisted gauge theories from H3(G,U(1)) = ∏
1≤i<j<l≤m
ZNi ×
ZNij × ZNijl , their Zni classes are captured by a path integral ' exp(ik..
∫
AidAi) up to some normalization factor.
(Here we omit the wedge product, denoting AidAi ≡ Ai ∧ dAi. We also schematically denote the quantization
factor k.., the details of k.. level quantizations can be found in Ref.69.) The Znjl classes are captured by a path
integral ' exp(ik..
∫
AjdAl), where A is a 1-form gauge field. We deduce that the Ku¨nneth formula decomposition in
Hd+1(G,U(1)) with the torsion product TorR1 ≡ R suggests a wedge product ∧ structure in the corresponding field
theory, while the tensor product ⊗Z suggests appending an extra exterior derivative ∧d structure in the corresponding
field theory. For example, H1(Zn1 , U(1))Z H1(Zn2 , U(1))→ [exp(i
∫
A1 ∧ A2)], and H1(Zn1 , U(1))→ [exp(i
∫
A1)],
then H1(Zn1 , U(1))⊗ZH1(Zn2 , U(1))→ [exp(i
∫
A1 ∧ dA2)]. Such an organization also shows the corresponding form
of cocycles for 3+1D in Table I and 2+1D in Table XII. For example: The relation A1 → a1, maps a 1-form field to
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a gauge flux a1 (or a group element). The relation dA2 → (b2 + c2 − [b2 + c2]), maps an exterior derivative to the
operation taking on different edges/vertices on the spacetime complex. We use this fact to see through whether two
cocycles are the same forms or whether they are up to coboundaries. We comment that such a path integral so far is
only suggestive, but not yet being strongly evident enough to formulate a consistent field theoretic path integral. Thus
we coin them with a speculative quotation mark in path integral forms in “fields.” The more systematic formulation
in terms of field theoretic partition functions will be reported elsewhere in the following work in Ref.69 from the
perspective of symmetric protected topological states (SPTs).
3. Dimensional reduction from a slant product
In general, for dimensional reduction of cochains, we can use the slant product mapping n-cochain c to (n − 1)-
cochain igc:
igc(g1, g2, . . . , gn−1) ≡ c(g, g1, g2, . . . , gn−1)(−1)n−1 ·
n−1∏
j=1
c(g1, . . . , gj , (g1 . . . gj)
−1 · g · (g1 . . . gj), . . . , gn−1)(−1)n−1+j . (A12)
Here we focus on the Abelian group G. For example in 2+1D, we have 3-cocycle to 2-cocycle:
CA(B,C) ≡ iAω(B,C) = ω(A,B,C)ω(B,C,A)
ω(B,A,C)
(A13)
In 3+1D, we have 4-cocycle to 3-cocycle:
CA(B,C,D) ≡ iAω(B,C,D) = ω(B,A,C,D)ω(B,C,D,A)
ω(A,B,C,D)ω(B,C,A,D)
(A14)
In order to study the projective representation (the second cohomology group H2) from 4-cocycles, we do the slant
product again:
C
(2)
AB(C,D) ≡ iBCA(C,D) =
CA(B,C,D)CA(C,D,B)
CA(C,B,D)
(A15)
=
ω(B,A,C,D)ω(B,C,D,A)
ω(A,B,C,D)ω(B,C,A,D)
· ω(A,C,B,D)ω(C,B,A,D)
ω(C,A,B,D)ω(C,B,D,A)
· ω(C,A,D,B)ω(C,D,B,A)
ω(A,C,D,B)ω(C,D,A,B)
(A16)
4. 2+1D topological orders of H3(G,R/Z)
a. 3-cocycles
Here we organize the known fact about the third cohomology group H3(G,R/Z) with G = ∏ki=1 ZNi :
H3(G,R/Z) =
∏
1≤i<j<l≤m
ZNi × ZNij × ZNijl .
H3(G,R/Z) 3-cocycle name 3-cocycle form Induced Ca(b, c)
ZNi Type I kI(i) ω
(i)
3,I(a, b, c) = exp
(
2piiki
N2i
ai(bi + ci − [bi + ci])
)
exp
(
2piiki
N2i
ai(bi + ci − [bi + ci])
)
ZNij Type II kII(ij) ω
(ij)
3,II (a, b, c) = exp
(
2piikij
NiNj
ai(bj + cj − [bj + cj ])
)
exp
(
2piikij
NiNj
ai(bj + cj − [bj + cj ])
)
ZNijl Type III kIII(ijl) ω
(ijl)
3,III(a, b, c) = exp
(
2piikijl
Nijl
aibjcl
)
exp
(
2piikijl
Nijl
(aibjcl − biajcl + bicjal)
)
TABLE XII. The cohomology group H3(G,R/Z) and 3-cocycles ω3 for a generic finite Abelian group G = ∏ni=1 ZNi . The
first column shows the classes in H3(G,R/Z). The second column shows the topological term indices for 2+1D twisted gauge
theory. (When all indices k... = 0, it becomes the normal untwisted gauge theory.) The third column shows explicit 3-cocycle
function ω3(a, b, c): (G)
3 → U(1). Here a = (a1, a2, . . . , ak), with a ∈ G and ai ∈ ZNi . Same notations for b, c, d. The last
column shows induced 2-cocycles from the slant product Ca(b, c) using Eq.(A13).
We will study the the 2D’s MCG(T2) = SL(2,Z) modular data: S, T using Rep theory approach.
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b. Projective Rep and S, T for Abelian topological orders
This section will simply review some known facts for the later convenience of new results. Much of the discussions
can be absorbed from Ref.42, 50, 51, and 63. Firstly we study the Abelian topological orders from Type I, II 3-cocycles
ω3 of Table XII for 2+1D topological orders. We can determine the Ca projective representation (Rep) and ρ˜
a
α(b):
ρ˜aα(b)ρ˜
a
α(c) = Ca(b, c)ρ˜
a
α(bc). (A17)
Given Za is the centralizer of a ∈ G, Ca determines the projective Rep of Za. Each Ca classifies a class of projective
Rep named Ca-representations ρ˜ : Za→GL(Za). In Type I, II ω3, the irreducible CA-representations ρ˜gα of Zg are in
the one-to-one correspondence to the irreducible linear representations. The linear Rep originates from the normal
untwisted
∏
i ZNi gauge theory/toric code is: exp(2pii(
∑
i
1
Ni
αihi)). It has pure-charge (αi)-pure-flux (hi) coupling
formulated by a BF theory in any dimension (a mutual Chern-Simons theory in 2+1D). The full Ca-representations
is:
ρ˜gα(h) = exp
(
2pii(
∑
i
1
Ni
αihi)
)
exp
(
2pii
∑
i
1
N2i
pigihi)
)
exp
(
2pii
∑
i,j
1
NiNj
pigihj)
)
. (A18)
We will interpret (α1, g1, α2, g2, α3, g3) and (β1, h1, β2, h2, β3, h3) as the charges α, β and fluxes a, b of particles in a
doubled basis |α, g〉, |β, h〉. The generic T matrix formula of modular SL(2,Z) data is42,50
T(α,A)(β,B) = T(α,A)δα,βδA,B =
Trρ˜g
A
α (g
A)
dim(α)
. (A19)
We obtain:
T(α,A) = exp
(
2pii([
∑
i
1
Ni
αiai] +
∑
j=1,2,3
1
N2j
pj (a
2
j ) +
∑
ij=12,23,13
1
NiNj
pij (aiaj))
)
, (A20)
which T(α,A) = e
iΘAα describe the exchange statistics of two identical particles or the topological spin of the same
particle. On the other hand, the generic S matrix formula in 2+1D reads from42,50
S(α,a)(β,b) =
1
|G|
∑
g∈Ca,h∈Cb
gh=hg
Trρ˜gα(h)
∗Trρ˜hβ(g)
∗ (A21)
yields
S(α,a)(β,b)(pj , pij) =
1
|G| exp
(− 2pii( 1
Ni
[
2∑
i
αibi + βiai] + 2
∑
j=1,2,3
1
N2i
pj (ajbj) +
∑
ij=12,23,13
1
NiNj
pij (aibj + biaj))
)
. (A22)
One can use a K-matrix Chern-Simons theory of an action S = 14pi
∫
KIJaI ∧ daJ to encode the information of |α, g〉,
|β, h〉 into quasiparticles vectors l, l′ respectively, and formulate a K with Sl,l′(pj , pij) = 1|G| exp(−2piilTK−1l′). We
can use S,T to study the classifications of classes of topological orders. For example, for G = (Z2)
2 twisted
theories, simply using T under basis(particles)-relabeling, we find the diagonal eigenvalues of T can be labeled by
(N1,N−1,Ni,N−i), as numbers of eigenvalues for T = 1,−1, i,−i. We show that using the data show in Table XIII is
enough to match the classes found in Ref.66. We denote (n±i,n±1,n1) as the numbers for (the pair of ±i, the pair
of ±1, individual 1). Note that N1 + N−1 + Ni + N−i =2n±i + 2n±1 + n1 = GSDT2 = |G|2. There are 8 types of
3-cocycles but there are only 4 classes in Table XIII. The number in the bracket [.] of ω3[.] indicates the number of
+i (or equivalently the number of a pair of ±i, paired due to the twisted quantum doubled model nature).
Class (N1,N−1,Ni,N−i) (n±i, n±1, n1) Number of Types
ω3[0] (10, 6, 0, 0) (0, 6, 4) 1
ω3[2] (8, 4, 2, 2) (2, 4, 4) 3
ω3[4] (6, 2, 4, 4) (4, 2, 4) 3
ω3[6] (4, 0, 6, 6) (6, 0, 4) 1
TABLE XIII. Phases of H3((Z2)2,R/Z) = (Z2)3. 8 types of 3-cocycles but there are only 4 classes.
For another example, G = (Z2)
3 twisted theories, we find that, in Table XIV, by classifying and identifying the
modular S,T data, the 64 Abelian types 3-cocycles (all with Abelian statistics) in H3(G,R/Z) are truncated to
only 4 classes.
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Class (N1,N−1,Ni,N−i) (n±i, n±1,n1) Number of Types
ω3[0] (36, 28, 0, 0) (0, 28, 8) 1
ω3[8] (28, 20, 8, 8) (8, 20, 8) 21
ω3[16] (20, 12, 16, 16) (16, 12, 8) 35
ω3[24] (12, 4, 24, 24) (24, 4, 8) 7
TABLE XIV. Phases of H3((Z2)3,R/Z) = (Z2)7. Among 128 types of 3-cocycles, 64 types of 3-cocycles with Abelian statistics
but there are only 4 classes.
c. Projective Rep and S, T for non-Abelian topological orders
For 2+1D G = (Z2)
3 twisted gauge theories of H3((Z2)3,R/Z) = (Z2)7, with 128 types of theories, we have
shown that the 64 types of theories with Abelian statistics (from 64 types of 3-cocycles without Type III twist) are
truncated to 4 classes in Table XIV. Here we will consider the remaining 64 types 3-cocycles with Type III twist in
H3((Z2)3,R/Z). Although the gauge group G is Abelian, the Type III cocycle twist promotes the theory to have
non-Abelian statistics. Our basic knowledge and formalism are rooted in Ref.42, where the dual D4 and Q8 gauge
theories are found for certain Type III twist. Here we generalize Ref.42’s result to all kinds of 3-cocycles twists.
Our expression is the generalized case where 3-cocycles are based on Type III’s but can include (or not include) Type
I, II 3-cocycles. There are 8 Abelian charged particles with zero flux, and 14 non-Abelian charged particles (which pro-
jective Rep ρ˜aα(b) is 2 dimensional, described by a rank-2 matrix) with nonzero fluxes as dyons. For a, b, c ∈ G = (Z2)3,
we will label 8 elements in G = (Z2)
3 by (0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1). We
denote the above 8 elements as the abbreviation: F (0), F (1), F (2), F (3), F (4), F (5), F (6), F (7) accordingly. Let us
recall: ρ˜gaα (gb) contains α meaning the representation as charges, also gb meaning the flux, and ga indicating in
general the conjugacy class (i.e. flux) as basis. In short, our notation leads to ρ˜gaα (gb) = ρ˜
conjugacy class(flux) as basis
representation(charge) (flux).
• 1 · 8 = 8 particles: F (0), (α1, α2, α3)
When the flux is zero flux, a = F (0) is the conjugacy class CF (0). There are 8 linear irreducible representations as
charges. These charges can be labeled by (α1, α2, α3) with (α1, α2, α3) ∈ (Z2)3, α1, α2, α3 ∈ {0, 1}. So we have
ρ˜
F (0)
F (0),(α1,α2,α3)
(b) = ρ˜
F (0)
F (0),(α1,α2,α3)
(b1, b2, b3) = exp(
2pii
m2
m
( ∑
j=1,2,3
αjbj
)
). (A23)
• 7 · 2 = 14 particles: F (j),±
The other remained 7 kinds of fluxes are a = F (j) for j = 1, . . . , 7. There are two kinds of representations for each.
We can denote these two representations as + or −. So these together give 14 more type of particles. Totally there
are 1 · 8 + 7 · 2 = 22 quasi-particle excitations as the GSD on T2 torus. Generally, the representation is ρ˜F (j)F (j),±(F (l))
for some inserting flux F (l). This is a 2-dimensional representation. The identity always assigns to F (0), namely
ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (0)) =
(
1 0
0 1
)
. We will list down three more elements ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (1)), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (2)), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (3)). The
other remaining ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (l)) for l = 4, . . . , 7 can be determined by Eq.(A17). The representations are adjusted by
a 1-dimensional projective Rep by Type I ωI , Type II ωII 3-cocycles: with topological level quantized coefficients as
p1, p2, p3 of Type I and p12, p13, p23 of Type II. Under the Type I, Type II twists, the Type III Rep adjusts to:
ρ˜
F (j)=a
F (j)=a,±(b)→ ρ˜F (j)F (j),±(b)e
ipi2 (
∑
j,l∈{1,2,3}
j<l
plalbl+plnalbn)
. (A24)
• 2 particles: F (1),±
j = 1, here (a1, a2, a3) = F (1) = (1, 0, 0),
ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (1)) = ±
(
1 0
0 1
)
ei
pi
2 (p1a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (2)) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
ei
pi
2 (p2a2+p12a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (3)) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
ei
pi
2 (p3a3+p13a1+p23a2)
• 2 particles: F (2),±
j = 2, here (a1, a2, a3) = F (2) = (0, 1, 0),
ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (1)) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
ei
pi
2 (p1a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (2)) = ±
(
1 0
0 1
)
ei
pi
2 (p2a2+p12a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (3)) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
ei
pi
2 (p3a3+p13a1+p23a2)
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• 2 particles: F (3),±
j = 3, here (a1, a2, a3) = F (3) = (0, 0, 1),
ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (1)) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
ei
pi
2 (p1a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (2)) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
ei
pi
2 (p2a2+p12a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (3)) = ±
(
1 0
0 1
)
ei
pi
2 (p3a3+p13a1+p23a2)
• 2 particles: F (4),±
j = 4, here (a1, a2, a3) = F (4) = (1, 1, 0),
ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (1)) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
ei
pi
2 (p1a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (2)) = ±
(
0 1
1 0
)
ei
pi
2 (p2a2+p12a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (3)) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
ei
pi
2 (p3a3+p13a1+p23a2)
• 2 particles: F (5),±
j = 5, here (a1, a2, a3) = F (5) = (1, 0, 1),
ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (1)) = ±
(
0 1
1 0
)
ei
pi
2 (p1a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (2)) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
ei
pi
2 (p2a2+p12a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (3)) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
ei
pi
2 (p3a3+p13a1+p23a2)
• 2 particles: F (6),±
j = 6, here (a1, a2, a3) = F (6) = (0, 1, 1),
ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (1)) =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
ei
pi
2 (p1a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (2)) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
ei
pi
2 (p2a2+p12a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (3)) = ±
(
0 1
1 0
)
ei
pi
2 (p3a3+p13a1+p23a2)
• 2 particles: F (7),±
j = 7, here (a1, a2, a3) = F (7) = (1, 1, 1), (note in particular this Rep, our choice ∓ differs from Ref.42.)
ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (1)) = ∓
(
0 1
1 0
)
ei
pi
2 (p1a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (2)) = ∓
(
0 −i
i 0
)
ei
pi
2 (p2a2+p12a1), ρ˜
F (j)
F (j),±(F (3)) = ∓
(
1 0
0 −1
)
ei
pi
2 (p3a3+p13a1+p23a2)
With the above projective Rep ρ˜aα(b), we can derive the analytic form of modular data S,T in 2D. Here for G = (Z2)
3,
TAα = e
ipi2 (
∑
l,m∈{1,2,3,4}
l<m
plal
2+plmalal)
(±)a(i)ηa,a → TAα = ±1 or ± i (A25)
ηg1,g2 ≡
{
0, if Cg1(g2, g2) = +1.
1, if Cg1(g2, g2) = −1.
(A26)
More explicitly, we compute TAα in Table A 4 c:
particle Taα
((α1, α2, α3), F (0)) 1
(±, F (1)), (±, F (2)), (±, F (3)) ±ip1 , ±ip2 , ±ip3
(±, F (4)), (±, F (5)), (±, F (6)) ±ip1+p2+p12 , ±ip1+p3+p13 , ±ip2+p3+p23
(±, F (7)) ±i · ip1+p2+p3+p12+p13+p23
TABLE XV. The modular Taα matrix for 2D twisted (Z2)
3 theories with non-Abelian statistics. The table contains all 64
non-Abelian theories in H3((Z2)3,R/Z).
With the modular Sxy = Sxy(α,a)(β,b) matrix (of 64 types of 2D twisted (Z2)
3 theories with non-Abelian statistics):
S =
1
|G|

1 2(−1)b1α1+b2α2+b3α3 2(−1)b1α1+b2α2+b3α3
2(−1)a1β1+a2β2+a3β3 δa,b4 · (−1)ηa,a · (−1)
∑
j,l=1,2,3
j<l
pjaj+pjlajal
−δa,b4(−1)ηa,a · (−1)
∑
j,l=1,2,3
j<l
pjaj+pjlajal
2(−1)a1β1+a2β2+a3β3 −δa,b4(−1)ηa,a · (−1)
∑
j,l=1,2,3
j<l
pjaj+pjlajal
δa,b4(−1)ηa,a · (−1)
∑
j,l=1,2,3
j<l
pjaj+pjlajal
(βj , 0) (+, bj) (−, bj)
(αj , 0)
(+, aj)
(−, aj)

(A27)
In Eq.(A27), the factor (−1)ηa,a is derived from a computation of (i)ηa,b · (i)ηb,aδa,b = (−1)ηa,aδa,b. From Eq.(A26),
we notice that ηa,a = 1 is nonzero only when a = (1, 1, 1) = F (7) for the (Z2)
3 flux.
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5. Classification of 2+1D twisted (Z2)
3 gauge theories, Dω((Z2)
3) and H3((Z2)3,R/Z).
Those twisted (Z2)
3 gauge theories dual to D4, Q8 non-Abelian gauge theories are firstly discovered by Ref.42. Here
we will present the other three classes which cannot be dual to any non-Abelian gauge theory, but only to be a twisted
(Abelian or non-Abelian) gauge theory itself. We again label the diagonal eigenvalues of T by (N1,N−1,Ni,N−i), their
number of eigenvalues for T = 1,−1, i,−i. We also use shorthand (n±i,n±1,n1) instead, which stands for the numbers
for (the pair of ±i, the pair of ±1, individual 1) in the diagonal of T. Note that N1+N−1+Ni+N−i =2n±i+2n±1+n1 =
GSDT2 = 22. There are 64 types of 3-cocycles corresponding to theories with non-Abelian statistics but there are
only 5 inequivalent classes in Table XIII. The number in the bracket [.] of ω3[.] indicating the number of +i (or
equivalently the number of a pair of ±i, paired due to the quantum doubled model nature.).
Class (n±i,n±1, n1) (N1,N−1,Ni,N−i) Twisted quantum double Dω(G) Number of Types
ω3[1] (1,6,8) (14,6,1,1) D
ω3[1](Z2
3), D(D4) 7
ω3[3d] (3,4,8) (12,4,3,3) D
ω3[3d](Z2
3), Dγ
4
(Q8) 7
ω3[3i] (3,4,8) (12,4,3,3) D
ω3[3i](Z2
3), D(Q8), D
α1(D4), D
α2(D4) 28
ω3[5] (5,2,8) (10,2,5,5) D
ω3[5](Z2
3), Dα1α2(D4) 21
ω3[7] (7,0,8) (8,0,7,7) D
ω3[7](Z2
3) 1
TABLE XVI. Dω(G) is the twisted quantum double of G with a cocycle twist ω of G’s cohomology group. Here we consider
a 3-cocycle twist ω3 in H3((Z2)3,R/Z) = (Z2)7, which ω3 contains a factor of Type III 3-cocycle. We compute the second and
the fourth columns, and then compare them with the mathematics literature Ref.64 to match for the third column. We find
that the 64 types of non-Abelien theories are truncated to 5 classes.
Although ω3[3d] and ω3[3i] share the same T matrix data, but they can still be distinguished by the linear de-
pendency of the fluxes which carry three pairs of eigenvalues i. (And, of course, they can be distinguished by the
more-involved S matrix.) There are 7 types in the ω3[3d] class, whose ±i are generated by linear-dependent fluxes.
Another 28 types in the ω3[3i] class, whose ±i are generated by linear-independent fluxes. In this notation of linear
(in)dependency, we have ω3[1] = ω3[1i], ω3[5] = ω3[5d], ω3[7] = ω3[7d]. Such a concept is also used in the mathematic
literature in Ref.64, where they study the Frobenius-Schur indicators, Frobenius-Schur exponents and the support of
cocycle twist, supp ω; and use these data to classify twisted quantum double model Dω(G). Remarkably, we find
that using our data is enough to match the classes found in the math literature64 in the quantum double and module
category framework.
These altogether with Sec.A 4 b form a complete data set of H3((Z2)3,R/Z) = (Z2)7, where 128 types of 3-
cocycles fall into 4 distinct classes of Abelian topological orders in Table XIII and 5 distinct classes of
non-Abelian topological orders in Table XVI . Totally there are 9 distinct classes of topological orders within
twisted (Z2)
3 gauge theories. We note that ω3[3i], ω3[5], ω3[7] can only be twisted gauge theories, not dual to any
untwisted non-Abelian gauge theory.
6. 3+1D topological orders of H4(G,R/Z)
This section continues the discussion and notations from H3(G,R/Z) of 2+1D to H4(G,R/Z) of 3+1D topological
orders. Now we fill in some more information about the data of the projective Rep.
a. Projective Rep and S, T for Abelian topological orders
The data of ρ˜abα (c) is organized below for G = ZN1 ×ZN2 ×ZN3 of the cohomology group H4(G,R/Z). Its modular
S, T matrices for this Rep have been presented in Table II, III, IV. In the main text, we provide an example of
classifying 3D topological orders from 3+1D (Z2)
2 twisted gauge theories of 4 types (from H4((Z2)2,R/Z) = (Z2)2),
and find out that 4 types are truncated to only 2 distinct classes of topological orders.
b. Projective Rep and S, T for non-Abelian topological orders
Below we will present the data of twisted gauge theories for those with non-Abelian statistics in H4(G = (Z2)4,R/Z)
labeled by 4-cocycles ω4. Among H4((Z2)4,R/Z) = (Z2)21 types of theories, there are 220 types of them endorsed
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H4(G,R/Z) 4-cocycle ρ˜a,bα (c)
ZN12 Type II 1st ρ˜
(1st)a,b
II,α (c) = exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
αkck
) · exp ( 2piip(1st)II(12)
(N12·N2) (a2b1 − a1b2)c2
)
ZN12 Type II 2nd ρ˜
(2nd)a,b
II,α (c) = exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
αkck
) · exp ( 2piip(2nd)II(12)
(N12·N1) (a1b2 − a2b1)c1
)
ZN123 Type III 1st ρ˜
(1st)a,b
III,α (c) = exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
αkck
) · exp ( 2piip(1st)III(123)
(N12·N3) (a2b1 − a1b2)c3
)
ZN123 Type III 2nd ρ˜
(2nd)a,b
III,α (c) = exp
(∑
k
2pii
Nk
αkck
) · exp ( 2piip(2nd)III(123)
(N31·N2) (a1b3 − a3b1)c2
)
TABLE XVII. ρ˜a,bα (c) for a 3+1D twisted gauge theory with G = ZN1 ×ZN2 ×ZN3 of H4(G,R/Z). We derive ρ˜a,bα (c) from the
equation introduced in the main text, ρ˜a,bα (c)ρ˜
a,b
α (d) = C
(2)
a,b(c, d)ρ˜
a,b
α (cd), presenting the projective representation, because the
induced 2-cocycle belongs to the second cohomology group H2(G,R/Z). The ρ˜a,bα (c): (Za, Zb) → GL (Za, Zb) can be written
as a general linear matrix.
with non-Abelian statistics. In some case, we will write the formula in terms of a slightly generic G = (Zn)
4, for a
prime n.
Analogous to Sec.A 4 c, we recall that the 3D triple basis renders: ρ˜g
a,gb
α (g
c) = ρ˜
conjugacy class(flux,flux) as basis
representation(charge) (flux).
So we understand that the representation ρ˜(c) is constrained by the flux a, b. We will consider Type IV ω4,IV twisted
theories, but we include ω4,IV further multiplied by Type II ω4,II, Type III ω4,III 4-cocycles. Thus, the representation
also relates to their topological terms plm of Type II ω4,II labeling (Z2)
2(42) = (Z2)
12 types of theories, plmn of Type III
ω4,III labeling (Z2)
2(43) = (Z2)
8 types of theories. Totally all these 4-cocycles multiplied by ω4,IV yields the 2
20 types
of theories endorsed with non-Abelian statistics. Under the Type II, Type III twists, the Type IV Rep is adjusted to:
ρ˜a,ba,b,(±,±)(c) = ρ˜
F (j1)=a,F (j2)=b
F (j1)=a,F (j2)=b,(±,±)(c) · e
ipi2 (
∑
l,m,n∈{1,2,3,4}
l<m<n
plmflm (a,b,c)+plmnflmn (a,b,c))
. (A28)
Note that the trace Tr[ρ˜a,ba,b,(±,±)(c)] is nonzero only when (1) c = a, c = b or c = ab with Tr[ρ˜
a
a,b,(±,±)(c)] 6= 0, or (2)
c = F (0) zero flux, i.e. Tr[ρ˜a,ba,b,(±,±)(F (0))] 6= 0. Other cases have zero traces. Among the degeneracy sectors on the
T3 torus, we have GSDT3 =
(
n8 +n9−n5)+ (n10−n7−n6 +n3) (ground state bases in terms of particles and string
quasi-excitations), which is 1576 for n = 2. We can use |G|2 = (n4)2 = 256 (doubled) fluxes to do the first labeling.
Note the fluxes form a doubled basis (a, b) in |α, a, b〉. Among 256 fluxes, there are n4 + n5 − n = 46 fluxes carrying
Abelian excitations, while the remained (n8 − (n4 + n5 − n)) = 210 are non-Abelian excitations. (Beware: the bases
carry two fluxes and one charge, these bases should not be confused with string and particle types.) We may organize
the ground state bases in terms of two kinds, which correspond to Abelian and non-Abelian excitations:
• (n4 + n5 − n) · n4 = 46× 16 = 736 Abelian excitations: F (jab), (α1, α2, α3, α4)
Here a = F (jab) can be zero fluxes, or nonzero fluxes by satisfying the following conditions:
a1b2 = a2b1, a1b3 = a3b1, a1b4 = a4b1, a2b3 = a3b2, a2b4 = a4b2, a3b4 = a4b3 (mod N) (A29)
There are (n4 + n5 − n) independent solutions for these sets of a, b. The conjugacy class CF (jab) stands for fluxes.
There are n4 representation as charges; these can be labeled by (α1, α2, α3, α4) with (α1, α2, α3, α4) ∈ (Z2)4, and
Z2 = {0, 1}. We will write (α1, α2, α3, α4) = α. Eq.(A28) becomes
ρ˜
F (jab)
F (jab),(α1,α2,α3,α4)
(c) = ρ˜
F (0)
F (0),(α1,α2,α3,α4)
(c1, c2, c3, c4) = exp
( 4∑
k=1
2pii
Nk
αkck
)
. (A30)
For n = 2, there are (24 + 25 − 2) = 46 (doubled) fluxes contributing Abelian excitations.
• (n8 − (n4 + n5 − n)) · n2 = 210× 4 = 840 non-Abelian excitations: F (jnon.ab), (±,±)
For n = 2, there are (n8 − (n4 + n5 − n)) = 210 (doubled) fluxes contributing non-Abelian excitations. Each of
them carries 2-dimensional Rep with two pairs of (±,±) charge Rep. Thus the number of doubled fluxes multiplied
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by 4 yields 840 excitations. It is equivalent to count the C
(2)
a,b(c, d) class that they belong to. There are six cldm terms
in the Type IV 4-cocycles:
C
(2)
a,b(c, d) = exp
(2piipIV (1234)
Nijlm
(a4b3 − a3b4)c1d2 + (a2b4 − a4b2)c1d3 + (a4b1 − a1b4)c2d3
+ (a3b2 − a2b3)c1d4 + (a1b3 − a3b1)c2d4 + (a2b1 − a1b2)c3d4
)
. (A31)
Below each solution will be multiplied by 6, due to
(
3
2
) × 2, that 3 terms a, b, ab can choose 2 as the generator basis
for a, b. Those terms have Tr[ρ˜aa,b,(±,±)(c)] 6= 0 for c = 0, a, b, ab. And the permutation of a, b results in an extra
multiple of 2. We organize the solutions to the following six styles. Each style may contain dimensionally reduced
3-cocycles, as “Type III 3-cocycle like” or “mixed-Type III 3-cocycles.” Here “Type III 3-cocycle like” means that
the dimensional reduced 2D theory has an induced 3-cocycle which is a Type III 3-cocycle within a subgroup (Z2)
3.
“Mixed-Type III 3-cocycle” means that the dimensional reduced 2D theory has an induced 3-cocycle which contains
several Type III 3-cocycles spanning the full group (Z2)
4. The six styles of solutions are:
• C(2)a,b(c, d) contains 1 cd term:
(
6
1
)× 6 = 36 non-Abelian fluxes - Style 1 (Type III 3-cocycle like) :
• C(2)a,b(c, d) contains 2 cd term: (
(
6
2
)− 3)× 6 = 72 non-Abelian fluxes - Style 2 (Type III 3-cocycle like) :
We have
(
6
2
)
subtract 3, due to it is impossible to have nonzero coefficients cd terms of C
(2)
a,b(c, d) for both of the
following terms together:
(1) c3d4 and c1d2 terms, (2) c2d4 and c1d3 terms, (3) c2d3 and c1d4 terms.
• C(2)a,b(c, d) contains 3 cd term:
(
4
3
)× 6 + (43)× 6 = 48 non-Abelian fluxes - Style 3 (Type III 3-cocycle like), Style 4
(mixed-Type III 3-cocycles) :
Style 3 (Type III 3-cocycle like)
(
4
3
)× 6:(
4
3
)
out of 6 have nonzero coefficients for: (1) c2d3, c2d4, c3d4. (2) c1d3, c1d4, c3d4. (3) c1d2, c1d4, c2d4. (3) c1d2,
c1d3, c2d3. Each type has 6 possible choices for a,b.
Style 4 (mixed-Type III 3-cocycles)
(
4
3
)× 6:(
4
3
)
out of 6 have nonzero coefficients for: (1) c1d2, c1d3, c1d4. (2) c1d2, c2d3, c2d4. (3) c1d3, c2d3, c3d4. (4) c1d4,
c2d4, c4d4. Each type has 6 possible choices for a,b.
• C(2)a,b(c, d) contains 4 cd term: (
(
6
4
)−(43)·3)×6 = 3×6 = 18 non-Abelian fluxes - Style 5 (mixed-Type III 3-cocycles)
Among 15 terms (with 4 cd) in
(
6
4
)
= 15, there are only 3 terms allowed.
(1) c1d2, c2d3, c1d4, c3d4, (2) c1d3, c2d3, c1d4, c2d4, (3) c1d2, c1d3, c2d4, c3d4.
There are terms from
(
4
3
) · 3 = 12 is not allowed, like c1d2, c1d3, c2d3, c1d4. (i.e. choose 3 elements as (43) and choose
one of the three, thus times 3, to pair with the remained unchosen.)
• C(2)a,b(c, d) contains 5 cd term:
(
6
5
)× 6 = 36 non-Abelian fluxes - Style 6 (mixed-Type III 3-cocycles)
(1) c1d2, c1d3, c1d4, c2d3, c2d4, (2) c1d2, c1d3, c1d4, c2d3, c3d4, (3) c1d2, c1d3, c1d4, c2d4, c3d4.
(4) c1d2, c1d3, c2d3, c2d4, c3d4, (5) c1d2, c1d4, c2d3, c2d4, c3d4, (6) c1d3, c1d4, c2d3, c2d4, c3d4
Those Style 1, 2, 3 are pure Type III 3-cocycle ω3 like, which ρ˜
a,b
a,b,(±,±)(c) can be deduced from Sec.A 4 c’s G = (Z2)
3
result. Style 4, 5, 6 are mixed Type III 3-cocycle in the fullG = (Z2)
4 group, so one needs to assign the Rep ρ˜a,ba,b,(±,±)(c)
in slightly different manners. But it turns out that rank-2 matrices are always sufficient to encode the irreducible
projective representation of C
(2)
ab (c, d). After finding the ρ˜
a,b
a,b,(±,±)(c), we analytically derive their non-Abelian S
xyz,
Txy of 3D presented in the main text, in Table V, Eq.(51), Eq.(52).
Appendix B: Sxyz and Txy calculation in terms of the
gauge group G and 4-cocycle ω4
1. Unimodular Group and SL(N,Z)
In the case of the unimodular group, there are the uni-
modular matrices of rank N forms GL(N,Z). SU and TU
have determinants det(SU) = −1 and det(TU) = 1 for
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any general N :
SU =

0 0 0 . . . (−1)N
1 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 . . . 0
...
...
. . . . . .
...
0 0 0 . . . 0
 , (B1)
TU =

1 1 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 . . . 1
 . (B2)
Note that det(SU) = −1 in order to generate both deter-
minant 1 and −1 matrices.
For the SL(N,Z) modular transformation, we denote
their generators as S and T for a general N with det(S) =
det(T) = 1:
S =

0 0 0 . . . (−1)N−1
1 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 . . . 0
...
...
. . . . . .
...
0 0 0 . . . 0
 , (B3)
T = TU. (B4)
Here for simplicity, let us denote Sxyz as S3D, S
xy as
S2D, T
xy = T3D = T2D. Recall SL(3,Z) is fully generated
by generators S3D and T3D.
S3D =
0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
 , T3D =
1 1 00 1 0
0 0 1
 , S2D =
0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 1
 .
S2D = (T
−1
3DS3D)
3(S3DT3D)
2S3DT
−1
3D. (B5)
By dimensional reduction (note T2D = T3D), we expect
that,
S42D = (S2DT3D)
6 = 1, (B6)
(S2DT3D)
3 = e
2pii
8 c−S22D = e
2pii
8 c−C. (B7)
c− carries the information of central charges. We can
express
R ≡
 0 1 0−1 1 0
0 0 1
 = (T3DS3D)2T−13DS23DT−13DS3DT3DS3D. (B8)
One can check that
S3DS
†
3D = S
3
3D = R
6 = (S3DR)
4 = (RS3D)
4 = 1, (B9)
(S3DR
2)4 = (R2S3D)
4 = (S3DR
3)3 = (R3S3D)
3 = 1, (B10)
(S3DR
2S3D)
2R2 = R2(S3DR
2S3D)
2 (mod 3). (B11)
Such expressions are known in the mathematic literature,
part of them are listed in Ref.37.
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FIG. 16. The space-time complex T3 × I, where I = [0, 1] is
the time direction. The figure shows T3 × {0} and T3 × {1}.
The blue lines illustrate how the two T3 are connected for
t ∈ (0, 1). Note that the two T3’s differ by a rotation Sxyz.
In other words, when time forms a loop, the two T3 are glued
together by 1 → 1′, 2 → 2′, 3 → 3′, 4 → 4′, 5 → 5′, 6 → 6′,
7→ 7′, and 8→ 8′.
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FIG. 17. The complex M1.
2. Rules for the path integral for the spacetime
complex of cocycles
For the branching of a spacetime-complex or a simplex,
we define any arrow goes from a small number to a large
number, the number ordering is 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 < · · · <
0′ < 1′ < 2′ < 2∗′ < 3′ < 4′ < 5′ < 6′ < 6∗′ < · · · . The
time evolves along the fourth direction from the left to the
right, or from a smaller number to a larger number. Also
we may denote two ways: [01].[12] = [02] or equivalently
g01.g12 = g02, If [01] = g and [12] = h, then [02] = gh.
3. Explicit expression of Sxyz in terms of (G,ω4)
The Sxyz-matrix can be computed from the am-
plitude Axyz(gx, gx, gz, hx, hy, hz; w) of the path inte-
gral on spacetime complex T3 × I (see Fig.16). Each
T3 is divided into six tetrahegrons. The amplitude
Axyz(gx, gx, gz, hx, hy, hz; w) is the product of the four
amplitutes Ai for the four shapes Mi, i = 1, · · · , 4, which
are given in Fig.17–20).
Each shape Mi can be divided into several 4-simplices.
So the amplitude Ai for each Mi is the product of several
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FIG. 18. The complex M2.
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FIG. 19. The complex M3.
cocycles on the simplices. We find that, for M3:
A3 =
ω4(g12, g23, g35, g51′)ω
−1
4 (g35, g51′ , g1′2′ , g2′5′)
ω4(g23, g35, g51′ , g1′5′)ω4(g51′ , g1′2′ , g2′3′ , g3′5′)
(B12)
for M4:
A4 =
ω4(g67, g78, g86′ , g6′7′)ω4(g84′ , g4′6′ , g6′7′ , g7′8′)
ω4(g46, g67, g78, g86′)ω4(g78, g84′ , g4′6′ , g6′7′)
.
(B13)
To compute the amplitude for M1, we may view M1
and a composition of M ′1 and M
′′
1 (see Fig. 21 and 22).
The amplitude for M ′1 is
A′1 =
ω4(g23, g35, g56, g65′)ω4(g56, g62′ , g2′3′ , g3′5′)
ω−14 (g35, g56, g62′ , g2′5′)ω4(g62′ , g2′3′ , g3′5′ , g5′7′)
×
ω−14 (g34, g46, g62′ , g2′5′)ω
−1
4 (g62′ , g2′5′ , g5′6′ , g6′7′)
ω4(g23, g34, g46, g65′)ω
−1
4 (g46, g62′ , g2′5′ , g5′6′)
.
(B14)
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4
7
6
7’
4’ 8’
6’
FIG. 20. The complex M4.
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4
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2
6
2’
6’
5’
7’3’
FIG. 21. The complex M ′1.
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2’
3’
6’
2’
7’3’
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5’
(b)
(a)
t
FIG. 22. The complexM ′′1 , which is formed by one 4-simplex.
Note that all the vertices in (a) are on the same time slice
but the (curved) edge (2′7′) is on an earlier time slice and the
(curved) edge (3′6′) is on a later time slice. To realize this
using straight edges, we put the vertex 6′ on a later time slice,
and this gives us a 4-simplex in (b).
The above eight cocycles come from eight 4-simplices as
illustrated in Fig. 23. The amplitude for M ′′1 is
A′′1 = ω
−1
4 (g2′3′ , g3′5′ , g5′6′ , g6′7′). (B15)
and the total amplitude for M1 is
A1 = A
′
1A
′′
1 . (B16)
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3
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3
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FIG. 23. The complex M ′1 is formed by eight 4-simplices.
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FIG. 24. The complex M ′2, which is formed by eight 4-
simplices.
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FIG. 25. The complexM ′′2 , which is formed by one 4-simplex.
Note that all the vertices in (a) are on the same time slice
but the (curved) edge (2′7′) is on an earlier time slice and the
(curved) edge (3′6′) is on a later time slice. To realize this
using straight edges, we put the vertex 6′ on a later time slice,
and this gives us a 4-simplex in (b).
Similarly, for M2, we find that
A2 = A
′
2A
′′
2 , (B17)
where A′2 is the amplitued for M
′
2 (see Fig. 24)
A′2 =
ω4(g35, g56, g67, g72′)ω4(g67, g72′ , g2′3′ , g3′7′)
ω4(g56, g67, g72′ , g2′3′)ω
−1
4 (g72′ , g2′3′ , g3′4′ , g4′7′)
ω4(g46, g67, g72′ , g2′6′)ω4(g72′ , g2′4′ , g4′6′ , g6′7′)
ω4(g34, g46, g67, g72′)ω4(g67, g72′ , g2′6′ , g6′7′)
(B18)
and A′2 is the amplitued for M
′′
2 (see Fig. 25)
A′′2 = ω4(g2′3′ , g3′4′ , g4′6′ , g6′7′). (B19)
Here gij is the group element on the edge (ij). We
have
g12 = g34 = g56 = g78 = gx,
g13 = g24 = g57 = g68 = gy,
g15 = g26 = g37 = g48 = gz,
g23 = g67 = g
−1
x gy, g35 = g46 = g
−1
y gz,
g25 = g47 = g
−1
x gz, g36 = g
−1
y gxgz, (B20)
h12 = h34 = h56 = h78 = hx,
h13 = h24 = h57 = h68 = hy,
h15 = h26 = h37 = h48 = hz,
h23 = h67 = h
−1
x hy, h35 = h46 = h
−1
y hz,
h25 = h47 = h
−1
x hz, h36 = h
−1
y hxhz. (B21)
g51′ = g
−1
z w, g62′ = g
−1
z g
−1
x gyw, g84′ = wh
−1
z ,
g65′ = g72′ = g86′ = wh
−1
y . (B22)
Also if the following conditions are not statisfied, the
amplitude Axyz(gx, gx, gz, hx, hy, hz; w) will be zero:
gxw = whz, gyw = whx, gzw = why,
gxgy = gygx, gygz = gzgy, gzgx = gxgz,
hxhy = hyhx, hyhz = hzhy, hzhx = hxhz, (B23)
Note the above has gx, gy, gz commute due to the identi-
fication on a T3 torus.
4. Explicit expression of Txy in terms of (G,ω4)
Similar to Sxyz, we can triangulate Txy on T3 × I. It
is easier to start with a Txy on T2 × I for 2D, which we
denote T2D(w) and triangulate in the following 3!+1 = 7
tetrahedra (3-simplex). Here we have the vertex ordering
for the arrows: 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 < 5 < 6 < 7 < 8 < 1′ <
2′ < 2∗′ < 3′ < 5′ < 6′ < 6∗′ < 7′.
34
T2D(w) =
1
3
2
4
1’
2∗’
2’
3’
=
1
3
2
1’
·
3
2
1’ 2’
·
3
1’
2∗’
2’
·
3
2
4
2’
·
3 4
2∗’
2’
·
4
2∗’
2’
3’
·
1’
2∗’
2’
3’
(B24)
The last extra piece is required to change the branching structure of the 3-simplex due to Txy transformation.
For T3D(w), we simply have 7 pieces of slant products. Each slant product contains four 4-simplices. So totally
there are 28 pieces of 4-cocycles in T3D(w).
T3D(w) =
5
7
6
8
1
3
2
4
5’
6∗’
6’
7’
1’
2∗’
2’
3’
t =
1
3
2
4
1’
2∗’
2’
3’
5
7
6
8
5’
6∗’
6’
7’
w = (T1)(T2)(T3)(T4)(T5)(T6)(T7). (B25)
The constraints given by T(w) are
w−1gxw = hx, (B26)
w−1gxgyw = hy, (B27)
w−1gzw = hz. (B28)
Below we explicitly write down seven Ti, where we omit
a w arrow without drawing it, which shall connect from
the left 3-simplex to the right 3-simplex.
(T1) =
1
3
2
1’
5
7
6
5’
(B29)
= ω4([12], [23], [35], [51
′]) · ω4([23], [35], [56], [61′])
·ω4([35], [56], [67], [71′]) · ω−14 ([56], [67], [71′], [1′5′]).
(T2) =
3
2
1’ 2’
7
6
5’ 6’
(B30)
= ω−14 ([23], [36], [61
′], [1′2′]) · ω4([36], [67], [71′], [1′2′])
·ω−14 ([67], [71′], [1′2′], [2′5′]) · ω4([67], [72′], [2′5′], [5′6′]).
(T3) =
3
1’
2∗’
2’
7
5’
6∗’
6’
(B31)
= ω4([37], [71
′], [1′2′], [2′2∗′]) · ω−14 ([71′], [1′2′], [2′2∗′], [2∗′5′])
·ω−14 ([72′], [2′2∗′], [2∗′5′], [5′6′])
·ω−14 ([72∗′], [2∗′5′], [5′6′], [6′6∗′]).
(T4) =
3
2
4
2’
7
6
8
6’
(B32)
= ω−14 ([23], [34], [46], [62
′]) · ω−14 ([34], [46], [67], [72′])
·ω−14 ([46], [67], [78], [82′]) · ω4([67], [78], [82′], [2′6′]).
35
(T5) =
3 4
2∗’
2’
7 8
6∗’
6’
(B33)
= ω4([34], [47], [72
′], [2′2∗′]) · ω−14 ([47], [78], [82′], [2′2∗′])
·ω4([78], [82′], [2′2∗′], [2∗′6′]) · ω−14 ([78], [82∗′], [2∗′6′], [6′6∗′]).
(T6) =
4
2∗’
2’
3’
8
6∗’
6’
7’
(B34)
= ω−14 ([48], [82
′], [2′2∗′], [2∗′3′]) · ω4([82′], [2′2∗′], [2∗′3′], [3′6′])
·ω4([82∗′], [2∗′3′], [3′6′], [6′6∗′]) · ω4([83′], [3′6′], [6′6∗′], [6∗′7′]).
For the tricky T7, we shift 1
′ to a new later time slice
1′′, and shift 5′ to a new later time slice 5′′:
(T7) =
1’
2∗’
2’
3’
5’
6∗’
6’
7’
(B35)
= ω−14 ([1
′2′], [2′2∗′], [2∗′3′], [3′5′])
·ω4([2′2∗′], [2∗′3′], [3′5′], [5′6′])
·ω−14 ([2∗′3′], [3′5′], [5′6′], [6′6∗′])
·ω4([3′5′], [5′6′], [6′6∗′], [6∗′7′]).
One can also define the projection operator on T3 as
P3D(w) = (T1)(T2)(T3)(T4)(T5)(T6). (B36)
Once obtaining the path integral of 4-cocycles, we can
change the flux basis to the canonical basis, and fol-
low the procedure outlined in the Appendix of Ref.50
to derive the Rep theory formula given in our main text
Sec.III B. An additional remark - an easier way to check
the consistency for formulas of S, T is to use the rules in
AppendixB 1 and to apply the discrete Fourier transfor-
mation of a finite group such as:
1
|G|
∑
b,d,β
trρ˜b,dβ (a) trρ˜
b,d
β (e)
∗ = δa,e, (B37)
1
|G|
∑
a,b,d
trρ˜a,bα (d)
∗ trρ˜a,bγ (d) = δα,γ . (B38)
Use the properties of C
(2)
a,b(c, d) and the canonical basis
|α, a, b〉, we can justify that our formulas satisfy the rules
(up to some projective representation’s complex phases).
See also Ref.70 for the derivation.
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